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framework that can be used for guidance curriculum development. The

materials in this Manual will support planners who are involved in

creating or improving a guidance program in secondary schools.

The Georgia Comprehensive Guidance Model served as a framework for

these materials. A summary of the Model is in the Appendix on page 195.

An extended discussion of the Model can be found in the Program Planning

Guide available through the Guidance Unit of the Georgia State Department

of Education. Guidance curriculum committees or program planners can adopt

parts of this Manual, modify other parts, or create new elements that are

unique to their local needs. Nevertheless, the materials in this Manual

represent a competency-based approach that is designed to provide a

comprehensive framework of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that students

can derive from a developmental guidance program. The guidance content

area goals and competencies presented in this Secondary School Guidance

Curriculum Manual 7-12 can be continued and extended through the elementary

school and the middle school curriculum. Activities and assessment procedures

can be organized around these materials. Again, contact the Guidance Unit

in the Georgia State Department of Education for information about related

materials.
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VINCLOWIN-

ing

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

211: 2

helpful and

things harmful

to physical

health,

narmtui to pnyslcai neaitn.

2. provide examples of things

helpful to physical health.

3. compare and contrast those

things in their lives that are

helpful and those that are

harmful to their physical

health.

physical neaitn 1.e., gluttony, misuse or

drugs and alcohol, smoking, dressing inappro-

priately, not taking safety precautions, not

eating the right kinds of foods, etc.).

2, provide five exam?les of things helpful to

physical health (i.e,, exercise, good eating

habits, enough sleep, dressing appropriately,

taking safety precautions, brushing teeth,

bathing, etc.),

3. specify three helpful things and two harmful

things they have done or are doing; base their

comparisons upon those examples and the effects

upon their physical health,

w demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., indications

of a willingness-not always mastery--to maintain

a health body as described in ill.)

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

1: 2

Students will

analyze how

their charac-

teristics and

abilities can

be expanded.

3

Students are able to:

1. compare and contrast past

and present characteristics

and abilities of self and

others at different age

levels,

111m.1.000....1111=1

Students are able to:

1. a) review the meanings of characteristics (i.e.,

distinguishing features in appearance or

personality, etc.) and abilities (i.e., things

a person is able to do well, etc.)

b) compare the past and present characteristics

and abilities of themselves at birth, age

three, age seven, and present age. At least

two characteristics and two abilities should

be compared at each age.



been expanded in the past.

3, explain that their charac-

teristics and abilities can

be further developed with

both time and effort,

3.

(physical, financial...), etc.

explain how time and effort are both involved

in learning, obtaining more information, in

practicing, and in interpreting responses from

others and self,

i demonstrate observable behaviors (ie., indications

an attempt to further develop their charac-

teristics and abilities within the school setting,

etc.).

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

o1:2

Students will

evaluate the

relationship

between mass

media and

self-control.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of mass media.

2, provide examples and evaluate

how self-control could benefit

from mass media,

Students are able to

1. provide four examples of mass media, (i.e., radio,

television, newspapers, movies, magazines, books,

etc.)

2. include the following points and two examples for

each in their evaluation:

'mass media can encourage self-control

(i.e., television shows rch as Mr. Rogers,

at Albert, Sesame Street, afternoon

childrens' specials, etc.; books or

articles dealing with taking responsibility;

etc.).

mass media can present additional and

accurate information (ie, consumer

reports on radio or television, consumer

journals, informative and accurate adver-

tising and news reports, etc.).



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. provide examples and evaluate

how mass media could possibly

hinder self-control.

3. include the following points and two examples

for each in their evaluation:

mass media could hinder self-control when

the listener, viewer, or reader lacks

emotional maturity or stability (i.e.,

young or impressionable children,

persons under too much stress who do

not have an emotional release, etc.)

mass media could hinder self-control when

the listener, viewer, or reader lacks

the necessary information to make a

good judgment (i.e., lack of experience

in young persons, false or misleading

advertising, etc.).

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate recognition responses, or indicate

upon request those types of mass media they

are in contact'with which encourage or dis-

courage their own self-control, etc.).

13



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obi: 2

Students will

explain how

communications

skills con-

tribute toward

work within

a group.

4

Students are able to:

1. explain the communications

skills demanded of the four

major roles that develop

during group interaction.

2. discuss how these skills

contribute toward getting

tasks accomplished within

group interaction,

Students are able to:

1. a) describe the four major roles that develop

during group interaction: leader, listener,

gatekeeper, and advocate.

b) explain three communications skills needed

by each of the following:

leader (i,e., attentiveness, timing,

listening for content and to remember,

listening for feelings, I-messages,

speaking distinctly and with appropriate

voice level, appropriate nonverbal

responses, etc.).

listener (i.e., attentiveness, timing,

listening for feelings, etc.);

gatekeeper (i.e., timing, listening

for content and feelings, messages,

nonverbal communications, etc.);

advocate (i.e,, attentiveness, timing,

listening for content and feelings,

I-messages, effective nonverbal

responses, etc.).

* References for concept clarification:

Raising a Responsible Child or the S.T.E.P,

Parents' Handbook, both by D. Dinkmeyer and

G. McKay; Parent Effectiveness_ Training by

T, Gordon,

2. base their discussion upon two skills for each

of the four roles and analyze how these skills

contribute toward task accomplishment.

r



co

Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. explain LOW the lack of

communication skills hinders

group interaction and task

accomplishment.

3. base their explanation upon a lack of one skill

for each of the four roles and describe how

group interaction would be hindered and tasks

might not be accomplished.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., growing

ability to communicate effectively within a group

setting in order to accomplish the designated

task, etc.).

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role:

Individual

Goal: B

21: 2

Students will

analyze the

importance of

effective

family relation-

ships and the

beliefs and

skills that

contribute

toward those

relationships.

16

Students are able to:

1. explain why a person would

desire an effective family

relationship,

2. analyze the beliefs and skills

that make up the process of

establishing effective family

relations.

Students are able to:

1. explain at least two reasons why someone would

desire an effective family relationship (i.e.,

fulfilling needs, companionship, someone who

cares about and loves the real you, someone you

can love and care about, etc.).

2. base their analysis upon at least four of the

following six beliefs and skills:

' the belief that all persons are equal

in worth and dignity

showing respect to each family member

listening skills

communications skills

cooperation

skill in handling disagreement or conflict

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicates

upon request what beliefs and skills contribute

toward an effective family relationship, etc.).



t.o SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

person,'

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obi: 2

Students will

evaluate those

behaviors that

help or hinder

group coopera-

tion and

effectiveness,

Students are able to:

1. explain how specific behaviors

can help group cooperation

and effectiveness.

2. explain how specific behaviors

can hinder group cooperation

and effectiveness.

Students are able to:

1. include in their explanation four of the

following five examples:

listening

taking turns

paying attention

participation

encouragement (define encouragement as

focusing on assets and strengths to

build self-confidence and esteem).

2. include in their explanation four of the

following five examples:

interrupting

not paying attention

not getting involved

trying to do all the work themselves

discouragement (define discouragement as

focusing on mistakes and weaknesses

to erode self-confidence and esteem;

discouragement results in negative

behavior) ,



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. indicate groups they belong

to and how they h 0 or hinder

the groups' cooper,:ion and

effectiveness.

3. a) define a group as two or more persons gathered

together because of a common interest or

purpose.

b) indicate three out of the four following

examples of groups they belong to:

large groups (e.g., large club, 7th

grade class at school, church, etc.)

small group (e.g., small class at school,

extracurricular group after school,

club or organization, etc.)

peer group (e.g., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,

clubs, class at school, neighborhood

gang, etc.)

mixed group: adults and youth (e.g., church,

school system, community organization,

the family, etc.).

c) select one group from those described in #3b

and describe how they have helped and/or

hindered that group's cooperation and

effectiveness.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit a

growing ability to operate with cooperation and

effectiveness in a group setting, etc.),

91



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: D

2111:. 2

Students will

evaluate ways

peers and

adults interact

with each

other in rela-

tion to the

goals of

behavior.

Students are able to:

1. describe different ways that

peers and adults interact,

2. explain the goals of behavior.

3. evaluate ways peers and adults

interact in relation to the

goals of behavior.

Students are able to:

1. describe three different situations where peers

and adults interact.

2, a) explain the goals of misbehavior (i.e.,

attention, power, revenge, and display

of inadequacy).

b) explain the goals of positive behavior (i.e.,

attention/involvement/contribution/ power

autonomy/responsibility for own behavior,

justice/fairness, withdrawal from conflict/

refusal to fight/acceptance of others'

opinions),

* References for concept clarification: Raising

a Responsible Child or the S.T.E,P. Parents'

Handbook, both by D. Dinkmeyer and G. McKay.

3. choose three different situations and evaluate

the ways peers 'and adults interact with each

other according to the goals of behavior

what is the goal of behavior.

what is the belief underlying the behavior.

how is the adult involved supporting the

belief or trying to change the belief

underlying the behavior.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrat(

recognition responses or indicate upon request

the goals of behavior they presently and/or desirr

to operate from, etc.).



Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

2121: 2

Students will

demonstrate

skills

necessary to

express their

opinions and

beliefs in

written form.

Students are able to:

1, demonstrate skills necessary

for satisfactory writing.

2, demonstrate skills necessary

for logically expressing their

opinions and beliefs in writing.

3, demonstrate an understanding

of the different methods of

expressing their opinions and

beliefs in writing.

Students are able to:

1. *a)

*b)

*c)

*d)

*e)

2. *a)

*b)

3. *a)

*b)

*c)

demonstrate ability to write legibly,

demonstrate use of an effective vocabulary,

demonstrate skill in use of grammar and

sentence structure.

demonstrate skill in spelling.

demonstrate skill in punctuation and

capitalization.

demonstrate skill in using the outline form.

demonstrate ability in presenting a

logical sequence of thoughts,

demonstrate an understanding of how to

appropriately write a letter.

demonstrate an understanding of poetry

and prose as means of expressing opinions

and beliefs.

demonstrate an understanding of how to

write papers as a means of expressing

opinions and beliefs.

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Students will

describe some

of the emotional

blocks to asser-

tive behavior.

Students are able to:

1, describe some emotional blocks

to assertive behavior.

2, provide examples of situations

when emotional blocks could

have prevented or did prevent

assertive behavior.

Students are able to:

1. describe two emotional blocks to assertive

behavior (i.e., fear of failure, fear of

rejection, anxiety over being the center of

attention, desire to have everyone like them,

etc.).

2. provide two examples of situations when emotional

blocks could have prevented or did prevent

assertive behavior.

ri

Nu



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. discuss how a person feels

when emotional blocks con-

sistently prevent assertive

behavior.

3. discuss two ways a person feels when emotional

blocks consistently prevent assertive behavior

(i.e., anxious, fearful, has little dignity or

self-respect, guilt-laden, as if they are at

the mercy of the world, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request

those emotional blocks they have that might prevent

assertive behavior when safe and appropriate, etc.),

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

: 2

Students will

evaluate their

feelings in a

variety of

settings,

Students are able to:

1, determine the meaning of

setting.

2, provide examples of a variety

of settings that they have

experienced or are actually

experiencing in their lives.

3, evaluate their feelings in

a variety of settings.

Students are able to:

I. define the meaning of setting as an aspect

of the environment or surroundings.

2, provide four examples of different settings

(i.e., home, school, neighborhood, town, church,

a job, a national park, etc.),

3, a) review the basic feelings: happiness, sadness,

fear, surprise, anger, pride.

b) evaluate their feelings in three different

actual settings.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e,, acknow-

ledge through recognition responses or indicate

upon request their feelings during experiences

in the school environment, etc.).



Competency

aracrun VAALIO

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obi: 2

Students will

relate their

learning at

school to

their leisure

activities,

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obi: 2

Students will

analyze the

effects informa-

tion can have

on stereotypes.

Students are able to:

1, describe what comprises

leisure.

2, identify their own leisure

activities.

3, relate school academic

and social experiences to

their performance of leisure

activities.

Students are able to:

1, describe how stereotypes

are transferred from one

person to another.

Students are able to:

1. describe leisure as a time for recreation

and relaxation; freedom from work,

2. identify two of their own leisure activities,

3. relate school experiences (both in and out

of the classroom) to the leisure activities

identified in #2 (i.e., P,E, class/playing

basketball; reading/ reading magazines;

math/bowling, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicate

upon request how school experiences relate

to their leisure activities:, etc.),

Students are able to:

1, describe two ways stereotypes are

transferred from one person to another

(i.e., parental influence, mass media,

sharing ideas and experiences with a

friend, etc,).

J
t)



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, explain how information can

effect existing stereotypes.

3, describe the benefits of

transferring information

rather than transferring

stereotypes.

2, a) include in their explanation one example

of how information can confirm their

stereotypes (i.e., reading statistical

proof, repetitive experience, etc.).

b) include in their explanation one example

of how information can change or eliminate

their stereotypes (i.e., reading contradictory

statistics, exposure to accurate job informa-

tion, repetitive experience opposing their

stereotype, etc.).

3, describe two benefits of transferring information

(i.e., information can be substantiated, informa-

tion does not limit choices like stereotypes

do, information is more accurate and is based

on fact, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

exhibit a growing attitude of desiring

accurate information when confronted with

a generalization or stereotype, tends to

transfer accurate information about others

instead of transferring any inaccurate

stereotypes, etc.).



Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will

describe the

importance and

benefits of

understanding

their family

rights and

responsibilities,

Students are able to:

1, discuss the importance of under-

standing their family rights

and responsibilities,

2, discuss the benefits of under-

standing their family rights

and responsibilities,

3. describe how understanding their

family rights and responsi-

bilities has affected their

lives.

Students are able to:

L a) discuss how different families place differing

emphasis on rights and responsibilities,

b) discuss that it is important to understand

their family rights and responsibilities so

that they will know what is expected of them

and what to expect from other family members.

2. discuss two benefits of understanding their family

rights and responsibilities (i.e., family members

have the security of knowing what others expect

of them, family members can have empathy for

others who are trying to fulfill responsibilities,

family members know what to contribute to have a

satisfactory family life, family members are able

to communicate more effectively to other members

when rights are not being met, etc.).

3. describe two ways in which understanding their

rights and responsibilities has affected their

lives (i.e., by knowing what is expected of them,

they have increased their responsibilities and

thus increased their rights; more effective

communication between family members; more

understanding for what other members are trying

to do; etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request the

benefits of understanding family rights and respon-

sibilities, etc.).



Competency

SEVENTH GLDE

Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Learner

Goal: B

I: 2

Students will

analyze the

school as a

learning environ-

ment and describe

its effects on

them.

Students are able to:

1. describe the services their

school provides which con-

tribute toward its being

a learning environment,

2, describe the extracurricular

activities their school

provides which contribute

toward its being a learning

environment.

3. describe the curriculum their

school provides which con-

tributes toward its being

a learning environment.

4, describe how their school as

a learning environment affects

them.

Students are able to:

1, describe three services their school provides

(i.e., counseling, advisory system, library,

provision for regular and inexpensive lunches,

etc.).

2, describe two extracurricular activities their

school provides (i.e., sports activities,

curriculum-based clubs such as science club,

other organizations, social activities such

as dances, etc.).

3. describe five major aspects of the curriculum

their school provides (i.e., sciences, language

arts, math, social sciences, fine arts, physical

education, practical or manual arts, etc.).

4, a) describe those services they make use of

in their school

b) describe any extracurricular activities

they participate in at their school

c) describe how the curriculum of their school

affects them according to the following

points:

the importance of a balanced curriculum

those aspects of the curriculum they prefer

how they plan to take advantage of their

school's curriculum

d) describe how school as a well-rounded learning

environment encourages them to learn about Cher

selves and the world around them.

* demonstrate observed behaviors (i.e., take advan-

tage of school activities or services that interes

them, demonstrate recognition responses or indicat

upon request how their school helps them learn,

etc.).



Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Citizen

Goal: C

Obi: 2

Competency

Students will

describe the

rights and responJ

sibilities they

have as citizens

of their towns

and state.

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1, identify the rights and respon-

sibilities they have as citizens

of their towns,

2, identify the rights and respon-

sibilities they have as citizens

of their state.

3. provide examples of how they

use their state rights and

responsibilities.

Students are able to:

1, a) become familiar with their town charter.

b) identify three rights and responsibilities they

have (or will have) as a citizen of their town.

2. a) become familiar with their state constitution

b) identify three rights and responsibilities they

have (or will have) as citizens of their state.

3. provide one example of how they use their rights

and carry out their responsibilities as citizens

of their state (i.e., make use of their school

facilities, abide by state laws, receive adequate

health care, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

a beginning interest in citizen activities within

their towns, demonstrate recognition responses or

indicate upon request how citizen rights and respon-

sibilities affect their lives, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Consumer

Goal: D

obi: 2

Students will

analyze their

families' spend-

ing patterns.

00
U U

Students are able to:

1. describe those expenditures

families are responsible for.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe the types of expenditures parents or

guardians are actually responsible for (i.e.,

rent or house payments, utilities, medical bills,

clothing, food and household goods, furniture,

transportation costs, etc.).

b) describe the types of expenditures siblings could

be responsible for (if applicable),

c) describe the types of expenditures persons their

age are responsible for (i.e., clothing, school

supplies, entertainment, gifts, etc.).

d) recognize that types and amounts of expenditures

vary from family to family.



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2. discuss the different types of

spending patterns that exist.

privately analyze the

spending patterns of their

family members.

2. include in their discussion the two following types

of spending patterns:

' planning or budgeting

9 seeing something and buying it--no specific

planning beforehand.

3. include the following in their analysis'.

example.situations when family members

have used the budgeting pattern of

spending

' example situations when family members

have used the see/buy pattern of spending

. summary of which spending pattern family

members tend to use most often (i.e.,

parents use budgeting, younger siblings use

the see/buy pattern, etc.)

acknowledgement that the more one is responsible

for spending money for necessities (i.e.,

shelter, food, clothing, etc.), the more

important it is to plan the use of money.

* demonstrate observable behavior (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request

which type of spending pattern they use most fre-

quently and why they use that pattern; exhibit a

growing appreciation for the responsibility involved

in balancing a budget and spending for necessities,

etc.).



I%)

0

Content: V

Rights 6

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Producer

Goal: E

Obi: 2

Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

describe general

rights and re-

sponsibilities

of producers.

Students are able to:

1. describe the general rights

of producers.

2. describe the general

responsibilities of producers.

3. explain how these general

rights and responsibilities

can apply to different

producers.

Students are able to:

1, include in their description two examples of their

rights as producers and why they feel they are

entitled to those rights (i.e., the right of

respect for a task done well; the right of reward,

either intrinsic and/or extrinsic; the right of

cooperation from fellow-workers; e,c.).

2. include in their description two examples of their

responsibilities as producers and why those respn-

sibilities are necessary (i.e., responsibility

for: cooperation with fellow-workers, best effort

toward successful task accomplishment, generating

interest in the task, understanding how to accom-

plish the task, etc.).

3. a) identify three producers of different age levels

b) use the examples in #1, 112, and 113a in their

explanation.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request

general rights and responsibilities or producers

of various ages, exhibit a beginning appreciation

for the rights and responsibilities that apply to

them as producers, etc.).

414



Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obi: 2

Students will

compare and

contrast others'

values.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of others'

values,

2, compare and contrast others'

values.

3. analyze why others may have

differing values.

Students are able to:

1. provide two examples of things others seem to

value (i.e., money, education, having fun, love,

etc.).

2. base their comparisons upon:

whether values seem to be directed

inwardly (getting for oneself) or

directed outwardly (doing things for

others)

if values are action-oriented or object-oriented.

3. include two reasons in their analysis (i.e.,

parental influence, deprivation or excess while

growing up, self-satisfaction, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

respect for others' values, exhibit recognition

responses or indicate upon request that others may

have values different from their own for a variety

of reasons, etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

21: 2

Students will

describe the

importance of

examining their

values and

opinions when

making a

decision.

42

Students are able to:

1. describe the effects of values

and opinions upon the decision-

making process.

Students are able to:

1. a) review the definitions of opinion (inclination

or feeling toward something) and value (a very

strong feeling about something)

b) describe two effects of values and opinions

on the decision-making process (i.e., everyone

views the world differently and decisions are

based on their view of the world, more conviction

and confidence exists when a decision is based

on a value, they tend to own their decision

when it is based on their opinions or values,

etc.).

(13



SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, describe the effects when one's

own values and opinion's are not

considered in the decision-

making process,

3. describe some examples of

decisions that rely on

consideration of values

and opinions.

2. describe two effects when one's own values and

opinions are not considered in the decision-

making process (i.e., person deciding tends to

have less conviction, confidence, feelings of

decision-ownership, satisfaction with the

results, etc.).

3. describe three examples of decisions that rely

on consideration of values and opinions (i.e.,

decision to lie/value of honesty; decision to

use dope/value of one's own health; decision to

kill/value of human life; decision to cut classes/

value of an education, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

a willingness to examine their decisions inlight

of their opinions and values, etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role (s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obi: 2

Students will

describe

decisions they

have made that

were based on

their values

and opinions.

fl4

Students are able to:

1. specify their values and

opinions.

2. explain decisions they have

made that were based on those

values and opinions.

3. evaluate the difference of

decisions based on values as

opposed to decisions based

on opinions.

Students are able to:

1. identify one opinion and one important value.

2. a) describe a decision that was influenced by

the opinion identified in #1

b) describe a decision that was based on the

value identified in Ill.

3. using the examples from #2, include in their

evaluation:

a comparison regarding the convictions

behind the decisions

a comparison concerning the attitude of

flexibility after making the decisions

a comparison of the anxiety levels concerning

the outcomes of their decisions.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit the

ability to make decisions that are usually consistent

with their present value system, etc.).

;



Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

ai: 2

Students will

describe ways

they have seen

others use

planning, the

trial-and-error

approach, and

goal setting.

116

Students are able to:

1. review what planning, trial-and-

error, and goal-setting mean.

2. describe situations where they

have seen others use the trial-

and-error approach, planning,

and goal-setting.

3. evaluate the results of others

using the trial-and-error

approach, planning, and goal-

setting.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe planning as the process of thinking

ahead about how to do something; preparing

before doing, outlining how and when a task

should be done.

b) describe the trial-and-error approach as

randomly trying different ways of doing

something until the right way is found

c) describe goal-setting as determining something

they desire and aiming and striving to achieve

that goal; goal-setting is a form of planning.

2. a) describe a situation where they have seen

someone use the trial-and-error approach to

getting a job done

b) describe a situation where they have'seen

someone use planning in order to get a job done

c) describe a situation where they have known

someone who sets goals for themselves to strive

toward.

3. a) using the situations described in 112a and b,

compare and evaluate the results according to:

efficiency in use of time, materials,

energy, money, and/or effort

quality of the product or outcome

completion of the product or outcome

b) using the situation described in #2c, compare

and evaluate the results according to:

' the effects of goal-setting upon that person

the effects of that person's goal-setting

on others

what would the results be like if there

had been no goal-setting,

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request when

they or others use planning, trial-and-error approa

and goal setting, etc.).

117



Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content:VIII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal; B

ot:

Students will

describe methods

and effects of

evaluating

achievement.

113

Students are able to:

1. differentiate between evalua-

tion of progress and

evaluation of achievement.

2. describe uethods for

evaluating achievement.

3. discuss the effects of

evaluating their achievement.

Students are able to:

review the definition of evaluation; finding

out how well they are doing; judgment;

assessment.

describe evaluation of progress as deter-

mining how well they are advancing or

improving as they continue to work toward

final task completion.

describe evaluation of achievement as

determining how well they have finished

their task; evaluation when task-parts have

been completed.

2, describe three methods for evaluating achievement

(i.e., posttest, verbal reaction from others,

amount of self-satisfaction and ride, purpose

of task is accomplished, etc.),

3. discuss two effects of evaluating their

achievement (i.e., helps to indicate weak

areas in the process of analyzing and accom-

plishing, allows them to know if they are

adept in that area, allows them to know whether

or not the task should be done again, etc.).

A9



VI

Competency

SEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VIII

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obi: 2

Students will

explore the

problem- solving

process and how

listening and

talking help

to solve

problems.

Students are able to:

1. describe a basic problem -

solving format.

2. explain how reflective

listening, I-messages, and

nonverbal communication help

to solve problems.

Students are able to:

1. describe the following problem- solving format

in their own words:

pinpoint the problem

brainstorm for solutions ..

evaluate the ideas and choose a course

of action

make a commitment

act upon the chosen solution

re-evaluate the solution.

2. a) explain the meaning of reflective listening

(i.e., listening to understand the speaker's

feelings; repetition of the basic content

or feeling of the message received); explain

how reflective listening helps in solving

problems.

b) explain the meaning of 1-messages (i.e

expressing their feelings in response to

another's actions or messages); explain

how I-messages help in solving problems,

c) review the meaning of nonverbal communication

(i.e., body language and/or silence means

sending messages without speaking); explain

how nonverbal communication helps in solving

problems.

*Reference for concept clarification:

Reference for reflective listening:

Helping and Human Relations: A Primer

Primer for Lay and Professional Helpers

by R. R. Carkhuff.

Reference for I-messages: Parent

Effectiveness Training by T. Gordon

51



0'
SEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3, evaluate how people help each

other through listening and

talking to solve probleas.

3, base their evaluation on three examples of

helping each other through reflective listening,

I-messages, nonverbal communications, or

establish through a problem-solving format.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate a willinsaass and grOW$14 ability

to use the problem-solving process; exhibit

beginning attempts to use reflective listening,

I-messages, and nonverbal communication during

school problem situations; etc.).

Content:VIII

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Dbs 2

Students will

predict ways in

which some

present careers

may be different

in the future.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of some

present careers.

2, predict how the expectations

of those careers may be

different in the future.

3, predict how the work environment

for those careers may be

different in the future.

Students are able to:

I. provide two examples of present careers.

2, using the examples in #1, include in their

predictions:

how expectations concerning preparation

may change

how expectations ol the job may change

how stereotypes (if any) connected with

those careers may change,

3, using the examples from #1, include in their

predictions:

how work facilities may change

how tools necessary for those careers may

change

how worker relationships may change.

* demonstrate observable behavior (i.e.,

demonstrate a growing ability to imaginatively

project present work roles into the future,

etc.).

53
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N
CO EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role:

Individual

Coal: A

211: 2

Students will

distinguish

between things

helpful and

things harmful

to mental

health.

Students are able to:

1, provide examples of things

harmful to mental health.

2. provide examples of things

helpful to mental health,

3. compare and contrast those

things in their lives that are

helpful and those that ate

harmful to their mental health.

Students are able to:

1, a) review the definition of mental health (i.e.,

the way one feels and acts,...)

b) provide five examples of things harmful to

mental health (i,e., misuse of drugs and

alcohol, situations involving great stress

or anger, habitual worry, grudges, etc.).

2, provide five examples of things helpful to

mental health (i,e,, ability to relax, liking

oneself, doing things for others, knowing ahead

of time the kinds of responses to make during

stressful situations, smiling, etc,).

3. specify three helpful and two harmful things

they do or have done; base their comparisons

upon those examples and the effects upon their

mental health.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i,e,, indica-

tions of a willingness-not always mastery--to

maintain a healthy emotional self as described

above).



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

oti: 2

Students will

analyze how

personal charac-

teristics,

abilities, and

interests relate

to job fields.

Students are able to:

1. explain why people may choose

certain job fields for

physical reasons.

2. explain why people may choose

certain job fields because of

interests and abilities.

3. explain how interests and

abilities may relate to

several different jobs.

Students are able to:

1. identify two examples of physical reasons why

a person may choose one job over another (i.e.,

a short person might choose to be a jockey

rather than a basketball player; a person who

cannot speak will not be a singer, etc.),

2. a) identify three interests and abilities

b) describe work activities that would

correlate with those interests and

abilities (i.e., service-oriented jobs

or product-oriented jobs).

* Reference for concept clarification:

The U.S.O.E. Classification Chart,

3. a) describe two interests and two abilities

b) relate these interests and abilities to

two different work activities

c) describe two reasons why someone might

choose one job over another (Lei, interests

might change, difference in salaries, one

job may include an undesirable factor over

another, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i,e., indication

that they are beginning to explore job ideas that

relate to their own interests and abilities, etc.).

F).3
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Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

'Producer

Goal: C

21: 2.

Students will

analyze how the

determination

of problem

ownership helps

them to better

manage them-

selves and their

environment.

Students are able to:

1. describe what problem ownership

means.

2. provide examples of when they

own their own problems,

3. provide examples of the results

of owning others' problems.

Students are able to:

1. define problem ownership as deciding who the

problem really belongs to.

2. provide two examples of when they own their own

problems (i.e,, not being prepared for class,

not following family guidelines, not acting

friendly toward others, etc.).

3. provide three examples of results of owning

others' problems, when their behavior is not

really a problem to you (i.e., it encourages

dependency so others will not manage themselves,

it encourages worry about what others are or

are not doing, it is an ineffective involvement

of time and energy, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i,e., indications

of a beginning ability to own their own problems

and to distinguish between what should be their

problem and someone else's, etc.).

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

oa: 2

Students will

analyze effec-

tive public

speaking

methods and

skills,

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of those situa-

tions which demand skills in

public speaking.

Students are able to:

1. a) recognize that positions of responsibility

call for speeches to be made.

b) provide five examples of situations which

demand skills in public speaking (i,e.,

persuasive speeches; informative speeches;

speeches involving parliamentary procedure;

speech of introduction, presentation,

acceptance, welcome, response to a welcome,

or farewell),



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2. describe the major steps

involved in public speaking.

3. analyze the methods and skills

which support the major steps

of public speaking.

.1=......
2. name the five following steps involved in

public speaking:

creating or discovering ideas

selecting and organizing material

using language

using memory

delivery

3. include in their analysis two examples of each

of the following five methods and skills:

creation or discovery of good ideas for

public speeches

selection and organization of material

effective use of language (vocabulary,

visual and nonverbal)

effective use of memory

successful delivery of speeches (i.e.,

how to .deal with fear or "stage fright,"

use best speaking voice, use effective

and appropriate nonverbal communication.)

* Reference for concept clarification: First

Principles of Public Speaking by L. Reid.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e,, demonstrat

a growing ability to use effective public speaking

methods and skills in the school setting, etc.).



N

Competency

EIGHTH GRAM

Performance Indiu,:a:

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role:

Individual

Coal: B

911: 2

Content:

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Ohl: 2

Students will

describe a

family meeting

and explain how

it can be help-

ful in establish

ing effective

family relations

Suluta Performance Levels

Students are able to: Ruh izto able Po:

1. describe the family 1.,nt4 Nnects of a family :meting (i.e.,

1'f:cr.:Lae,/ set, 1 meeting; all family members

ictenl; r1;rposr :F 'o plan family chores and

fan CAmes, to complaints and positive

sells, to ty,olv.! problems, and to make family
; ).

2. explain how family mer gq
. ILet, reasons how family meetings could

could be helpful ;11 '"1.4 P- (1,e., encourages )istening and

effective family rtiatic,:,:, con.l..1.:1, urns, feelings self-worth,

!r tJ' 4 aad more effective fr,ily management,

1,1n, f,f.ective relationships,

* rieLerence for concept clarification: the

S.T.E.P. Parent's Handbook by D. Dinkmeyer.

* demonstrate observable behavior (i.e., demonstrate

a growing ability to successfully role-play a family

meeting, ability to contribute and use same beliefs

and skills during small group classroom meetings,

etc.).

Students will

evaluate the

importance of

friendships

with peers

and adults.

Students are able to:

1. compare the benefits that cculd

result from friendships with

peers and adults.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe three benefits that occur from

friendships with peers.

b) describe three benefits that occur from

friendships with adults.

c) compare the benefits of the two different types

of friendships (i.e., similarities: compaLion-

ship, help in time of need, encouragement cf

growth and development, etc.; differences:

amount of similar interests and needs, help

and encouragement of development come in

different degrees, etc.).



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: D

ahl: 2

(continued)

Students will

describe situa-

tions where

their beha-

viors affect

others'

behavior

towards them.

YI

J

Suggested Performance Level

2. compare the contributions that

they could make in friendships

with peers and adults.

3. evaluate the importance

of having friendships

with all age groups.

2. a) describe two contributions they co ki make

in a friendship with a peer.

b) describe two contributions they old make

in a friendship with an adult,

c) compare the similarities and differences in

their contributions (e.g., similarities:

caring, companionship, interest, helping,

trusting, showing loyalty, etc.; differences;

ability to fulfill needs or to help, ability

to encourage growth or development, etc.).

3, base their evaluation upon those gains they receive

from others and those gains the .ceive from being

able to give of themselves.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., shows a

growing ability to make and mairain friendships

with persons of all ages, etc.).

Students are able to:

1. Provide examples of how their

behaviors affect others'

emotions, decisions, and

conduct,

2. explain the interrelationship

between action and response.

Students are able to:

a) provide an example of how their behavior

affects another person's feelings.

b) provide an example of how their behavior

affects another person's decisions.

c) provide an example of how their behavior

affects another person's behavior.

2. a) define action as the process of acting, doing,

or working; conduct.

b) define response as reply; reaction; responding

to the words or acts of another,

c) in:lude in their explanation support for the

principle that the effectiveness of an action

is determined by the type of response they

receive from others.



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued)

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: A

212i: 2

Students will

examine their

own methods of

expressing

opinions and

.beliefs.

3. analyze the various types

of responses.

3. include in their analysis two examples of

verbal responses and two examples of nonverbal

responses.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request how

and why their behavior affects others' behavior

toward them, demonstrates a growing understanding

of why others may frequently respond in a predictable

manner to some of their actions, etc.).

U'

Students are able to:

1. describe their verbal methods

of expressing opinions and

beliefs.

2, describe their nonverbal

methods of expressing opinions

and beliefs.

Students are able to:

1. include the following in their description:

two examples of how they express their

opinions and beliefs

indicate if their statements are closed-

ended (leaving no room for discussion

from others) or open-ended (allowing

others to express themselves)

whether or not they are able to effectively

express their feelings and ideas to others

(i.e., as indicated by others' reactions

and their own self- satisfaction).

2, include the following in their description:

two examples of how they express their

opinions and beliefs nonverhally

. whether or not they are able to appro-

priately and effectively convey their

opinions or beliefs to others (i.e.,

as indicated by others' reactions and

their own self - satisfaction).



w
EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. describe their written

methods of expressing opinions

and beliefs.

3. include the following in their description

' two examples of how they express their

opinions or beliefs in writing

' whether or not they can demonstrate

satisfacotory writing skills (i.e.,

legibility, vocabulary, grammar,

sentence structure, spelling, punctua-

tion, capitalization, etc.).

' whether or not they can present a logical

sequence of thoughts

' whether or not they can appropriately use

written forms of expression (i.e.,

letters, poetry or prose, term papers,

etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., evaluate

their verbal, nonverbal, and written methods of

expression and demonstrate a willingness to

strengthen those areas they are weak in, etc.).

Content:III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

2

Studruts will

describe non-

assertive and

aggressive

behaviors and

the problems

produced by

these

behaviors.

Students are able to:

1, describe non-assertive

behaviors,

2. describe aggressive behavior.

Students are able to:

1. a) define non-assertive behavior as behavior

that indicates a bottling up of emotions ranging

from warmth to anger because of high levels of

anxiety, guilt, or deficiencies in social skills;

non-assertiveness does not result in self-respect

b) provide one example of non-assertive behavior.

2, a) define aggressive behavior as behavior aimed at

getting needs met or expressing desires, feelings

or beliefs at the expense of someone else's

safety, dignity or self-respect,

b) provide one example of aggressive behavior.

7'0



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. describe problems produced by

non-assertive and aggressive

behaviors,

3. a) describe one problem caused by non-assertive

behavior that could arise for themselves (i.e.,

loss of self-respect and dignity; reinforce-

ment of fear, guilt, or anxiety; loss of a

special object, time or a relationship;

unfulfilled desires, etc,),

b) describe one problem caused by non-assertive

behavior that could arise for others involved

in the situation (i.e., loss of respect for

the non-assertive person, feelings that the

non-assertive person does not care about

risking anything or a relationship, etc.).

c) describe one problem caused by aggressive

behavior that could arise for themselves (i.e.,

loss of self-respect, loss of friendships,

anxiety, reinforcement of fears, etc.).

d) describe one problem caused by aggressive

behavior that could arise for others involved

in the situation (i.e., physical pain, loss

of trust in aggressive person, loss of respect

for aggressive person, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

fewer occasions of aggressive or non-assertive

behaviors; recognition responses of the robins

caused by aggressive or non-assertive behaviors,

etc.),

I Ad



Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

' Goal: A

Otl: 2

Students will

predict their

feelings in a

variety of

potential

settings.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of a variety

of settings that might take

place in the future.

2. predict their feelings in a

variety of possible future

settings.

Students are able to:

1, provide four examples of possible future

settings (i.e., job setting, a leisure setting,

the hospital, a nursing home, a courtroom, etc.).

2. a) review the basic feelings: happiness, sadness,

fear, surprise, anger, pride.

b) predict their feelings in the four example

settings described in Ill.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., project

themselves into different possible settings or

experiences and indicate what their feelings

might be, etc.).

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Ai: 2

Students will

relate their

learning at

school to their

activities in

the community

as citizens

and consumers.

Students are able to:

1. describe what it means to be

a citizen and a consumer.

2. identify some of their

activities in the community.

Students are able to:

1. a) define a citizen as someone who gives loyalty

to a town, state, or country and is under

protection of its laws.

b) define a consumer as someone who uses or

buys things.

2. a) identify one of their activities as a citizen

in their community (i.e., community organizatior

religious organizations, etc.).

b) Aentif) tw) Ji their consumer activities (i.e.,

where they buy things, what things they buy,

etc.).
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Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. relate school academic and social

experiences to their activities

in the community as citizens

and consumers.

3. relate school experiences (both in and out of

the classroom) to their activities as citizens

and consumers that were identified in #2 (i.e.,

classroom studies of citizenship/practice of

citizen rights and responsibilities; extra-

curricular activities/learning to get along

with others; math/making change; reading/

reading labels or instructions; communication

skills/ccmmunicating with salespersons, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request how

school experiences relate to their community and

consumer activities, etc.).

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: C

Obi: 2

Students will

describe occu-

pations that

have stereo-

types existing

for them and

will analyze

how those

stereotypes

are reinforced,

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of occupations

that have stereotypes existing

for them,

2. analyze how those s,-ereotypes

are reinforc,!: within the

occupation !,'.eld Itself.

3, analyze how those stereotypes

are reinforced outside of the

occupation field,

Students are able to:

1, provide two examples of occupations that have

stereotypes existing for them.

2, using the examples in #1, include in the analysis:

' how the stereotypes are reinforced

through job demands

' how the stereotypes are reinforced

through the employers

' how the stereotypes are reinforced

through the employees

3. using the examples from #1, include in the analysis:

' how the stereotypes are reinforced directly

or indirectly by the public

' how the stereotypes are reinforced through

mass media.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request those

occupations which appear to have related stereotypes,

etc.).



to

EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

Students will

compare and

contrast the

responsibilities

of all family

members.

Students are able to:

1. review the responsibilities of

all family members.

2, discuss the differences between

family members' responsibilities.

Students are able to:

1. a) review the meaning of family: immediate family

is comprised of those persons they live with

(i.e., parent, guardian, siblings, grand-

parent, cousin, etc.); extended family is

comprised of those relatives that are not

directl, a part of their immediate family.

b) describe ',liar of their family responsibilities

(i.e., dc Itrating respect toward parents;

conttibut toward a satisfactory family life

by doing < chores as making beds, taking out

trash, me he lawn, feeding pets, baby

sitting.. . at all family members as equal

in worth a gnity, etc.).

2, discuss the following difference between family

members' responsibilities:

jarents have a greater number and more

complicated family responsibilities due

to their increased physical, mental,

emotional maturity

parents' responsibilities for their family

are specified by law

parents are responsible for the existence

of the family and maintaining a satis-

factory life while children's respon-

sibilities deal more with helping family

life and routine to run smoothly.
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Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. discuss the similarities between

family members' responsibilities.

3. discuss the following similarities between

family members' responsibilities:

both parents and children have the

responsibility to treat family members

with respect

both parents and children have the responsi-

bility to treat family members as equal

in worth and dignity

both parents and children have the responsi-

bility of contributing to creating and

maintaining a satisfactory family life

(i.e., through providing for necessities,

doing chores, cooperating with each other,

etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

interest in learning more about the family, de-

monstrates recognition responses or indicates upon

request that all families are different and that

all family members have certain responsibilities,

etc.).

Content; V Students will Students are able to: Students are able to:

describe their
Rights & 1. describe the basic study skills. 1. a) describe a skill as something a person has

Responsi-
learning and

bilities
study skills

Role: as a means of

meeting learner
Learner

responsibilities, 2. identify their present personal 2.

B
learning skills and study skills.

2

learned to do often and well

b) describe the five basic study skills: reading

and reading comprehension, writing, listening,

attentiveness, and the ability to question.

identify five of their present personal learning

and study skills (i.e., reading and comprehension;

writing; listening; attentiveness; the ability to

question; integration of initial exposure, ex-

perience, or modeling through repetition; etc.).

60



Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. explain the importance of their 3. include two reasons why their skills and study

learning skills and study skills system are important (i.e., learning is greater

and their study system as a means and more permanent when there is a consistent

of meeting learner responsi- use of study skills, questioning allows for a

bilities. more complete learning experience, attentiveness

is essential as a learner responsibility, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a growing development of effective learning and

study skills, show a growing desire to meet their

learner responsibilities, etc.).

Content; V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Citizen

Goal: C

Obi; 2

Students will

describe the

rights and

responsibilities

they have as

U.S. citizens.

1

Students are able to:

1, review how one becomes

a U.S. citizen,

2. identify the rights and

responsibilities they have

as U.S. citizens.

3. provide examples of how

they use their rights and

responsibilities as

U.S. citizens.

Students are able to:

1. review the three ways in which someone becomes a

U.S. citizen: being born in the United States;

being born to parent(s) who are U.S. citizens;

studying, passing a test, and taking an oath of

citizenship.

2. a) become familiar with the United States

constitution

b) idfatify eight rights and responsibilities

they have (or will have) as citizens of

the United States,

3. provide two examples of how they use their rights

and carry out their responsibilities (i.e., right

to protection, under the law/responsibility to obey

the laws; right to a free pklic education/respon-

sibility to attend school; )

* demonstrate observable behiv! (iA, demonstrate

a growing interest in how N ,ational government

and citizen activities affect their lives, exhibit

a willingness to obey the law, etc.).



N EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Consumer

Goal: D

Obi,: 2

Students will

determine those

abilities which

comprise an

effective con-

sumer.

U',

Students are able to:

1, review the meaning of

consumer.

2. discuss what it means to be

an effective consumer.

3, describe those abilities

which comprise an effective

consumer.

Students are able to:

1. define consumer as a person who buys or

uses things.

2, discuss four characteristics of an effective

consume- (i.e., purchases quality merchandise

or services, gets the most for the money, buys

appropriately for the need or desire, is aware

of the market And what is available, is inde-

pendent and not susceptible to gimmicks, etc.).

3. identify and describe each of the following

abilities:

ability to understand money and to make change

ability to determine the appropriate place

of purchase

. ability to recognize the quality of

products or services

i ability to compare and contrast

ability to determine need or priority

ability to recognize the influence

of advertising.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a willingness to use consumer skills more

effectively, demonstrate recognition responses

or indicate upon request how they try to be an

effective consumer, etc.).

C) A



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Producer

Goal: E

11: 2

Students will

analyze how

producers may

have to

cooperate with

each other to

accomplish a

large or

difficult task.

Students are able to:

1. analyze a specific large or

difficult task and break

it down into smaller task-parts

necessary to accomplish the

task-whole,

2, recognize that different

producers may be responsible

for the task-parts and yet

another producer is responsible

for the task-whole,

3. analyze the role that

cooperation plays in the

accomplishment of a large

or difficult task.

Students are able to:

1, a) choose one large or difficult task (i.e., a

class presentation, a large art project, a

P.T.A. program, etc.)

b) break down the large task into smaller

task-parts (i.e., a P.T.A. program: readers,

singers, dancers, planners, etc.)

c) evaluate the contribution of each task-part

in relationship to the task-whole (i.e.,

dependency of one part on another, enrichment

of the whole by each part, etc.),

2. give one example situation in the work world

where different producers are responsible for

task-parts while another producer is responsible

for the task-whole (i.e., car manufacturer/

assembly line workers; U.S. Secretary of Defense'

military chain .of command; restaurant owner/waiters

cooks, etc.).

include in their an. 4s:

a) a definition of cooperation: working together

toward a comon goal

b) an example of what happens when there is no

cooperation among producers in accomplishing

a large or difficult task

c) an example of what happens when producers

cooperate in accomplishing a large or difficult

task,

3,

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., cooperate

with each other to accomplish a larger or difficult

task, exhibit a growing appreciation for the co:-

plicated involvement producers go through to

accomplish a task-whole, etc.).



Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Students will

analyze the

effect of

people having

different

beliefs and

values.

.11111

Stients are able to:

1. ,iscuss the benefits of

people having different

beliefs and values.

2, discuss the problems that can

be associated with people

'wing di:ferent beliefs

and values,

3, explain how the diversity

of others' beliefs and

values affect them personally.

Students are able to:

1. discuss two benefit, people having different

beliefs and values (f,,,, greater diversifica-

tion, more choices available, more interesting,

etc.).

2. discuss two prot.ls that can be associated

with people haTiq different beliefs and

values (i.e., 'e difficulty in communication,

more difficul: ',laces, more conflicts, etc.).

3. include in the explanation how the diversity

of others' bel 4s and values has affected

their:

' feelings

' ability to communicate

' choice of associates.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., interact

e,':eptably with those persons having different

%dues and beliefs, begin to search out how

they believe about different subjects instead

of being continually swayed by others, demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request

how persons with differing beliefs have affected

their lives, etc.).
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Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obi: 2

Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

analyze the

importance of

the concepts of

generating

alternatives

and assessing

the consequences

and risks of

each before

making a

decision,

Students are able to:

1. analyze what might happen

if a decision needed to

be made and alternatives

were not generated

and the consequences

not assessed beforehand.

2. evaluate the benefits of

generating alternatives

and assessing the conse-

quences of each before

making a decision.

Students are able to:

1. include in their analysis:

' an example of a decision to be made

a description of what might happen if

they acted on the first alternative

rather than generating several

alteinatives

a description of what might happen if

consequences of the alternatives were

not assessed beforehand.

2, include in their evaluation such examples as:

encourages a closer look at all aspects

of the decision

allows for the best possible choice

to be made

allows for a broader view of the consequences

allows fr.?, better assessment of the risk

involved

allows for a broader view of exactly who

the alternatives would affect.



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. describe the benefits of

distinguishing between

alternatives that involve

varying degrees of.risks.

3. a) review the meaning of risk: taking h chance

that things will not work out like they want

them to; exposing to harm or loss

b) discuss those factors that tend to influence

a person's perception of the degree of risk:

the greater the number of alternatives

then the more complete range of the

view of risk involvement

the amount of risk connected to an

alternative is dependent on who

perceives that alternative (what is

risky to one person may not be to

another)

examples of factors that influence a

person's perception of the degree

of risk include past experiences,

related experiences of self or others,

increase in learning experiences,

maturity and growth, etc.

c) describe two benefits of assessing the risk

involved for each alternative before making

a decision (i.e., person deciding is more

confident, more accepting of the actual risk

involved, prepared to undertake only the

amount of risk that can be handled, etc.).

* demonstate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

a beginning willingness to consider risks and

increase alternatives when making a decision,

etc.).

92



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

21: 2

Students will

consider the

consequences and

risks involved

for various

alternatives to

a specific

decision.

Students are able to:

1, generate alternatives for a

specific decision.

2, determine the consequences and

assess the risks involved for

each alternative,

3. contrast the varying degrees

of risk associated with the

alternatives.

Students are ab).! to:

1, *a) specify a decision to be made

*b) gather information concerning the decision

*c) generate two or more alternatives for

that decision,

2, a) determine a poszible consequence for

each alternative generated in 111

b) explain that risk means taking a chance

that things will not work out like they

want them to; exposing to harm or loss

*c) assess the risk involved with each

alternative from #1,

3. *a) contrast the varying degrees of risk

associated with each alternative from ill

*b) rank the alternatives from 01 according

to the degree of risk (greatest amount

of risk first...least amount of risk last),



co

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obi: 2

EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance LevelsNmINIIrw

Students will

examine the

process and

sequence of

task

accomplishment.

uJ

Students are able to:

1, examine the analysis and

planning aspects of task

accomplishment.

2, examine the "doing" portion

of task accomplishment.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe the steps involved in task analysis:

determination of task purpose

breaking the total task into smaller

task-parts

determining if the task-parts have to

be done individually and/or need

the support of others

decide the order in which the task-parts

should be accomplished,

b) describe the planning aspects involved in

task analysis:

planning what materials may be needed

planning when the task-parts will

be accomplished

. planning who will help them in task

accomplishment (if help is needed)

. planning where task accomplishment

will take place

planning suitable means of evaluating

task progress,

2, discuss how each of the following are important

to the "doing" portion of task accomplishment:

adequate preparation

attitude of the person doing the task

regular and appropriate evaluation

of progress

ability to change and make any necessary

corrections.

96



EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. examine the aspects of

evaluating the achievement

of a task.

4. summarize the basic steps of

task accomplishment and discuss

. the importance of the sequence

of those steps.

3. examine the following methods of evaluating

total task achievement:

determination if the task purpose

has been achieved

extrinsic evaluation (i.e., verbal,

nonverbal, and written reactions

from others)

intrinsic evaluation (inner satisfaction

and pride),

4. a) summarize the nine basic steps of task

accomplishment:

determination of task purpose

break task into smaller task-parts

determining who needs to accomplish

the task-parts

deciding the order of the task-parts

planning (who, when, where, what)

carry out task-parts

evaluate progress

making necessary corrections

evaluate task achievement.

b) include in their discussion two reasons why

it is important to keep the steps of task

accomplishment in proper sequence (i,e.,

efficient use of their time, availability of

more complete information about the task and

their performance, allows for their best

effort in task accomplishment, etc.).

* demwtrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

a willingness to learn about and to begin to apply

the process of task accomplishment in their lives,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicate upon

request how they have used the process of task

accomplishment in the past, etc.).
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EIGHTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content:VIII

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

off: 2

Students will

evaluate their

limitations in

helping others

and themselves.

Students are able to:

1, provide examples of times when

they can help themselves and

others,

2, provide examples og times when

they cannot help themselves

and others.

3. discuss their limitations in

helping others and themselves

and why it is important to

know those limitations,

Students are able to

1. a) provide one example of a time when they

helped themselves (i.e., cleaned and

bandaged a cut, found information explaining

how to do a math problem, etc.)

b) provide one example of a time when they

helped others (i.e., helped a lost student,

showed a friend how to do the homework assign-

ment, carried groceries in for parent, etc.).

2. a) provide two examples when they cannot help

themselves (i.e., when emotionally out of

control, when physically out of control, when

all alternatives or information has been

exhausted, etc.).

b) provide two examples when they cannot help

others (i.e., when the problem or reaction

to the problem is beyond their knowledge or

capabilities: teaching a complicated school

subject they have never had, dealing with

drug or alcohol abuse problems, dealing

with a major medical problem, etc,),

3. a) discuss two limitations they may have in helping

others and themselves (i.e., lack of necessary

knowledge, lack of necessary physical strength,

lack of necessary emotional maturity, lack of

adequate perspective, etc.).

b) discuss that it is important to know their

limitations in helping because inadequate or

adverse help could be dangerous to their (or

others') physical and/or mental health.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request how

t are limited in helping others and themselves

why they should not try to go beyond their

nitations, etc.).



Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal; B

ou: 2

1

Competency

EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

predict how they

may have to

change to fit

into a career

in the future.

Students will be able to:

1, identify possible future

careers they would enjoy

having.

2. predict their expectations and

what might be expected from

them concerning these careers.

3. predict the work environments

they would need to understand

and use with these careers.

Students will be able to:

1. identify two possible careers they would enjoy.

2, using the examples in #1, include in their

predictions:

how they would have to prepare for those

careers

what stereotypes (if any) they may have to

contend with in these careers

what activities they would be expected to

perform in those careers

what satisfactions or rewards they would

expect from those careers (i.e., salary,

medical benefits, sense of contributions,

etc.).

3, using the examples from #1, include in their

predictions:

what equipment they will need to understand

and use in those careers

what type of environment they might work

in with those careers

what types of worker relationships they

may experience in those careers.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request how

they may have to change to fit into a career in the

future, exhibit a growing attitude that accepts

change in their lives, etc.).,
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Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Und!rstand-

ing

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

151: 2

Students will

indicate the

effects their

leisure time

activities have

on their

physical and

,mentai health,

Students are able to:

1. describe their present leisure

time activities.

2. specify the effects their

present leisure time activities

have on their physical and

mental health.

3. predict how their leisure

time activities might change

in the future as their

physical health and mental

health change.

Students are able to:

1, a) define leisure activities: those things they

like to do that are not associated with work.

b) describe two of their leisure activities.

2. a) specify two effects their leisure activities

have on physical health (i.e., good exercise,

good for coordination, creates an appetite,

etc.).

b) specify two effects their leisure activities

have on mental health (i.e., relaxation, self-

satisfaction, helps others, etc.).

3. predict two changes that may take place in their

physical health and one change in their mental

hvlth as they get older; relate these to changes

in their leisure activities.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., indica-

tions of an increasing willingness to participate

in leisure activities at home, school, or community

which support satisfactory physical and mental

health, etc.).



Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obi: 2

Students will

define their

unique values,

interests, and

capabilities.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of their unique

values, interests, and

capabilities,

2. analyze the factors that

caused their values, interests,

and capabilities to be unique--

a combination that is theirs

alone,

3. assess why these unique values,

interests, and capabilities

are important to them.

Students are able to:

1, a) define unique as individually different,

one of a kind

review the meanings of:

value--something that is very important

to a person

interest--a feeling of wanting to know,

see, do, own, or share in

capability--a talent, the power to do

something well

provide one example each of their unique

values, interests, and capabilities.

2. include in their analysis examples of such

factors as:

heredity

the influence of their environment

the encouragement and influence of others

availability of time to invest in their

interests and capabilities

degree of self-satisfaction

b)

c)

3. include in their assessment examples of such

reasons as:

the effect of their unique values, interests,

and capabilities upon others (i.e., creates

happiness and cooperation, encourages

others, etc.).

' the effect of their unique values, interests,

and capabilities upon themselves (i.e.,

positive feelings of pride, creativity,

satisfaction, usefulness, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., indications

that they are beginning to look on their uniqueness

as an asset rather than a liability, etc.).
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Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

tr. 2

NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

evaluate how

responsibility

helps them

manage their

lives.

113

Students are able to:

1, describe what it means to

manage one's life.

2, explain the effect their

responsibilities have on

the management of their lives,

3. evaluate how responsibility

helps the management of their

lives.

Students are able to:

1, a) describe what constitutes managing one's

life: directing or guiding one's own life;

making all sorts of decisions affecting

aspects of one's life,

b) provide three examples (one each) of how

they manage their own lives intellectually,

emotionally, and physically,

c) describe two major aspects that influence

how they decide to manage their lives

(i.e., parental influence, peer pressure,

uncontrollable circumstances such as

illness or unemployment, etc.).

2, a) choose two of their responsibilities,

b) explain how those responsibilities affect

management of their lives.

3, evaluate the benefits of responsibility upon

life management (i.e., encourages feelings of

self-worth, some responsibilities encourage

physical health, encourages growth in different

areas, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., accept

and attempt to carry out the responsibilities

they have concerning their school life, increasing

ability to successfully manage themselves at

school, etc.).
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NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: A

2

Students will

communicate

appreciation

when others

successfully

complete a

difficult task.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of ways of

showing respect and appreciation.

2. explain their criteria for

determining if a task has been

successfully completed.

3. recognize reasons why

appreciation is sometimes not

shown for successful task-

completion.

4. provide examples of ways that

show appreciation when others

successfully complete a diffi-

cult task, whether that.task

is appealing or difficult

to them or not.

Students are able to:

1. provide two examples of ways of showing respect

and appreciation (i.e., smiling, saying thank you,

compliments, gifts, etc.).

2. include two examples in their explanation of

their criteria for successful task accomplishment

(i.e., quality work, purpose is accomplished,

tries their best, etc.).

3. describe three reasons why appreciation is some-

times not shown (i.e., person or task is viewed

as low social status, task is unappealing, purpose

is seen as insignificant, desire to feel superior

to that person, etc.).

4. a) provide one example of a way they show

appreciation to a younger child who success-

fully completed a task they could easily do.

b) prolide two examples of ways they show

appreciation to peers or older persons.

c) provide one example of a way they show

appreciation to someone for successfully

completing a task that is unappealing to them.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

a growing ability in the school setting to show

appreciation to others when those persons have

completed a difficult task, etc.).



Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role:

Individual

Goal: B

Obi: 2

Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

describe how

the concept of

family constella

tions might

apply to them.

Students are able to:

1. describe the concept of family

constellations.

2. describe their own positions;

how they relate to others in the

family and whether, or not their

experiences are consistent with

the family constellations

theory,

Students are able to:

1. a) describe three'of the basic assumptions and

generalizations underlying the concept of

family constellation.

b) describe two possible personality and

character traits for each of the following:

the only child

the first child

the second child

the youngest child

the middle child

c) describe a possible situation when the

second or middle child might take on the

"characteristics" of a first child.

2, a) describe their position in their own family.

b) describe how they see themselves relating

to other members of their family.

c) compare their experiences to the description

of their position in the family constellation

approach; explain how they are similar or

different; indicate reasons why they feel

they are similar or different.
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NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued)

114

3. discuss how understanding the

concept of family constella-

tions may help in getting along

with other family members,

3. a) discuss one way that understanding the concept

of family constellations may help them to

get along with their parents or other adults

in the immediate family (i.e., it helps to

understand how their parents grew up the way

they did as only, first, second, or

children in their families, it helps to

know that they have been really seeking

security and a feeling of belonging from

their parents, etc.).

b) discuss one way that understanding the concept

of family constellation may help them to get

along with their siblings (if any) in the

immediate family (i.e., helps them to understand

why siblings act the way they do, helps them to

understand why they act the way they do, helps

them to know the importance of communicating

acceptance and appreciation, etc.).

* Reference for concept clarification:

Techniques for Behavior Chap by A. Nickely

and "The Characteristics of the Family

Constellation" by Mrs. F. Pepper.

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., ability

to show recognition responses or indicate upon

request how the family constellations concept

does or does not apply to them, etc.).



0

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

2

NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

evaluate the

importance and

effects of

group friend-

ships.

Students are able to:

1. describe what pup friendship

means,

2, explain why group friendships

Can be important,

3, discuss some effects of

group friendships.

Students are able to:

1. a) define group friendship as a group of people

who primarily interact as friends within

the limits of that group.

b) describe two examples of group friendships

(i.e., clubs with strong ties such as sports

teams, band, neighborhood gangs, ...; cliques

at school or in the community; etc.).

2. include two reasons in their explanation (i.e.,

encourages feelings of belongings, exposes

members to others' diversity, encourages a

closer bond of friendship, etc.).

3, include in their discussion four effects (some

positive and some negative) of group friendships:

excludes people

rejects people who do not conform

sometimes controls individuals' likes,

dislikes and values at the expense

of creativity or individualism

encourages the groups' acceptable behavior

(may be either acceptable or unacceptable

according to society)

encourages feelings of acceptance and

close friendships

sometimes exposes persons to a diversity

among group members.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (Le., encourage

open group friendships rather than exclusive or

closed group friendships, etc.)
.
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Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: D

2i) 2

Students will

describe ways

they can act

to provoke a

desired

behavior in

another person.

Students are able to:

1, review how their behaviors

affect others' emotions,

decisions, and conduct.

2, describe ways they have tried

to elicit a particular

response from another person,

3, explain some of the positive

and negative aspects of

provoking a desired behavior

in another person.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe an example of how their behavior

affects another person's feelings,

b) describe an example of how their behavior

affects another person's decisions,

c) describe an example of how their behavior

affects another person's behavior.

2. describe two situations where they have tried

to elicit a particular response from another

person (i.e., manners to get others to respond

favorably, crying so parents would feel sorry

for them, talk a friend into seeing a counselor

to solve a problem, being silent to provoke a

verbal response, etc.).

3, include the following in their explanation

sometimes provoking a response can be used

to help others do something that is

difficult for them but would really

benefit them.

sometimes provoking a response can be used

to manipulate others to get one's own wd

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request how

they deliberately - or undeliberately provoke I

desired behavior in another person; exhibit a

growing understanding of why they might want to

provoke a desired response, etc.),



0
I%)

Content: II

Expressing

Ideas

(s)

Individu41,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

11: 2

Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

analyze SLua-

tinns when a

written expres-

sion of opinions

and beliefs is

an effective

means of

Influencing

others,

12

Students are able to:

1. identify possible situations

and recipients of a written

expression of an opinion

or belief.

2. describe some advantages of

writing over other methods

of influencing others.

3. describe possible results of

using written expression as a

means of conveying their

opinions or beliefs.

Students are able to:

1. a) identify two situations when a written

expression of opinions or beliefs would

be appropriate (i.e., resolving a problem

with a friend many miles away, showing

concern about a public issue, bringing

attention to an environmental hazzard, etc.).

b) identify two persons who could be possible

recipients of written expressions of opinions

or beliefs (i.e., friend, newspaper reporter,

congressman or woman, television reporters,

etc.).

2. describe two possible advantages of writing as

a means of influencing others (i.e., letters

are usually more planned and thought out than

other methods, it is a permanent record, it is

harder to ignore than some other means, etc.).

3. describe two possible results of using written

expression (i.e., author is more likely to get

credit, written expression is sometimes taken

more seriously, the author is held accountable

and responsible for what is written, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., use

writing as a method of influencing others, use

writing as a means of conveying their opinions

and beliefs, etc.).
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1.4

Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II]

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

al: 2

Students will

analyze the four

types of

assertiveness

styles,

Students are able to:

1. review the meanings of asser-

tiveness, aggressiveness, and

non-assertiveness.

2, analyze emphatic assertion.

Students are able to:

1, a) define assertiveness as expressing one's

feelings, beliefs, or desires in such a way

that enhances self-respect and dignity but

does not interfere with others' safety or

self-respect; We-focused behavior,

b) define aggressiveness as getting needs met

or expressing desires, feelings, or beliefs

at the expense of someone else's dignity or

self-respect; aggressiveness does not always

result in the person respecting him/herself;

ME-focused behavior.

c) define non-assertiveness as bottling up

emotions ranging from warmth to anger because

of high levels of anxiety, guilt, or deficiencies

in social skills; non-assertiveness does not

result in respect for oneself; ALL YOU-focused

behavior.

2. include the following in their analysis:

'emphatic assertion has two parts--conveyti

recognition of the other person's situa-

tion or feelings and expressing their own

thoughts and observations

one example of a statement using emphatic

assertion.



NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued)
3. analyze confrontive assertion,

4. analyze language assertion.

5. analyze escalating assertion.

3. include the following in their analysis:

confrontive assertion is used when the

other person's words contradict

his/her deeds

confrontive assertion involves three

parts--recalling what the other person

said he/she would do, objectively

describing what the other person

actually did do, expressing what

they would like to see happen or

what they want

provide one example of confrontive assertion.

4. include the following in their analysis:

language assertion involves four parts--

describing their feelings, describing

the other person's behavior in the

situation, describing how the other

person's behavior concretely affects

them or their life, and describing

what they would like or want.

provide one example of language assertion

(i.e., I feel...when...because,..I'd

prefer...).

5. include the following in their analysis:

escalating assertion begins with a minimal

assertive statement and effort; however,

when the other person fails to respond,

they escalate the assertion and become

increasingly firm

provide one example of escalating assertion

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition and the growing ability to use the

different types of assertiveness styles when safe

and appropriate, etc.).
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Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

AT 2

V

Competency

MP'

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

analyze huw life

roles, settings,

and events

determine pre-

ferred life

styles.

Students are able to:

1. explain the interrelationship

of life roles, settings, and

events to life styles.

2. compare those life roles,

settings, and events they

have control over with those

they do not have control over.

3. analyze how life roles, set-

tings, and events determine

a preferred life style.

Students are able to:

1. include in their explanation one example

each of:

the influence roles have on life styles

the influence settings have on life style

the influence important events have on

life styles.

2, a) determine those roles, settings, and events

they have control over (i.e., decisions

concerning classes, relationships, health,

etc.).

determine those roles, settings, and events

they have no control over (i.e., birth,

brother/sister role, location of home, etc.).

compare a and b and discuss that control

increases as age and maturity increases,

describe what they would consider a preferred

life style,

include in their analysis those roles,

settings, and events they have control over

that will lead to their preferred life style.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

an examination of their life styles, roles, setting

and events; indicate a beginning evaluation of thei

satisfaction with their life style and its contri-

buting factors, etc.).

b)

c)

3. a)

b)



Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: B

2

NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

relate their

learning and

study skills to

their work

activities.

Students are able to:

1. describe basic learning and

study skills and analyze the

parts that comprise each one.

2. analyze how those learning

and study skills relate to

skills needed in their

work activities,

Students are able to:

1. a) describe five basic learning and study skills:

reading, writing, listening, attentiveness,

and the ability to question.

b) include in their analysis at least one factor

for each study skill:

reading-vocabulary, comprehension, etc.

writing-neatness, concise expression

of thoughts, etc.

listening-listening for content,

listening to remember, etc,

attentiveness-interest in subject rad/or

person, respect, et :.

ability to question-speaking skills,

appropriate timing, effort to

understand subject matter, etc.

2. include at least three relationships in their

analysis (i.e., reading/reading directions for

their work; writing/neatness in work; listening/

getting along with others; attentiveness/attending

until a task is finished; ability to question/

understanding all aspects of their work, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a growing competence in their ability to utilize

basic learning and study skills, demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request

how their learning and study skills relate to

their work activities, etc.),

k 9



Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

21i: 2

Students will

analyze stereo-

types that exist

for them and

how those

stereotypes

limit their

choices.

c

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of stereotypes

that exist for them.

2 analyze if their existence

in those stereotypes can or

may change.

3. explain how those stereotypes

limit their choices.

Students are able to:

1. provide one example of a stereotype that exists

for them.

2. using the example in #1, determine if their

characteristic that is being stereotyped can

change (i.e., race cannot be changed, overweight

can sometimes be changed, etc.).

3. include in their explanation one example each

of how this stereotype limited their choices

in the past, limits their present choices,

and may limit their choices in the future.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request the

stereotypes that exist for them; indicate whether

they contribute to stereotypes, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

21: 2

Students will

compare and

contrast the

rights of all

family members.

130

Students are able to:

1. review the rights of all

family members.

........
Students are able to:

1. a) describe five rights of children (i.e., food,

shelter, clothing, a place to sleep, physical

and medical care, education, emotional support,

protection under the law, respect, to be

treated equally in worth and dignity, etc.).

* Reference for concept clarification:

Legal authorization concerning child abuse

and neglect--Georgia Code 74-111 (1977),

32-2111 (1945), 32-1009 (1919).

b) describe three rights of parents (i.e., to be

treated with worth, dignity, and respect;

protection under the law; to make decisions

in their own homes; buy and sell or rent

a home; etc.).
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NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, discuss how the rights of each

family member is different

from those of other family

members,

3, discuss how the rights of each

family member is similar to the

rights of other family

members.

2, discuss the following differences between

family members' rights:

' there are more laws which specify a parent's

rights and parent's responsibilities

because children are not yet physically,

mentally, and emotionally mature enough

to completely take charge of their

own lives

' parents have different types of freedom

allowed by law because of their older

age (i.e., drive a car, buy and sell

or rent a home, etc.)

'parents',directions and decisions should

have more influence than children's

directions and decisions (excluding

cases of abuse).

3. discuss the following similarities between

family members' rights:

both parents and children have the right

to be respected

. both parents and children have the right

to be treated equal in worth and dignity

both parents and children have the right

to protection under the law

both parents and children are entitled to

having their rights met- -only to the

extent that they do not infringe on

anyone else's rights.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

interest in learning more about the family,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicates

upon request that all families are different and

that all family members have certain rights, etc.).

1J3 i



Ce Itzl: V

ROMs I

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Learner

: II

CAP 2

I"

Competency

Students will

analyze how

their academic

and study skills

from systoms

which apply to

the learning

of different

subjects.

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1. review their present study

skill..

2. analyze how their personal

learning skills and study

skills incorporate into a

personal study system,

3. describe how their study

system applies to the

learning of different

subjects.

Students are able to:

1. identify their five basic study skills:

reading and comprehension, writing, listening,

attentiveness, the ability to question.

2. a) describe a study system as a specific

pattern of skills for learning

b) analyze how their personal learning and

study skills form a personal study system

(i.e., SQR3 study system m surveying

+ questioning + reading + writing +

reciting).

3. a) describe their own personal study system

b) identify two different subject areas and

describe how they use their study system

in those areas,

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a continuing development of effective learning

and study skills, exhibit development of a

personal study system, demonstrate a growing

ability to use their study system in learning

different subjects, etc.).

1"3



0
NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights 6

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Citizen

Goal: C

212i: 2

Students will

evaluate the

purposes of

taxes and how

they support

the government,

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of a variety

of taxes citizens are

required to pay.

2. explain how these taxes

support the running of govern-

ment, its agencies and programs

and how they benefit from that

use of tax monies,

3. evaluate whether these tax

monies are used effectively

or not.

Students are able to:

1. provide five examples of taxes (i.e., state

income tax, federal income tax, social security

tax, sales tax, property tax, taxes on utilities,

etc.).

2, a) discuss how their state government spends

money:

specify the major spending areas and

the percentage of money allotted

to each area

pinpoint the areas that directly

affect them as students

b) discuss how their federal government spends

money:

specify the major spending areas and

the percentage of money allotted

to each area

pinpoint the areas that directly affect

them as students.

3, a) specify one example of waste and one example

of effective use of taxpayers' money

b) make a subjective judgment as to whether

taxes are usually put to effective use or not;

support their decisions with at least two

examples,

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

a growing interest in the support of government

programs and their effectiveness, demonstrating

recognition responses or indicate upon request

how taxes support different governmental programs,

etc.),



hr

NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Consumer

Goal: D

N.: 2

Students will

compare and

contrast

varying con-

sumer habits

in other

countries.

Studente are able to:

1. describe various consumer

habits in other countries.

2. discuss how these consumer

habits and circumstances are

similar or different from

their own.

Students are able to:

1. a) specify two different countries that are

not close together (the U.S. is not to

be chosen)

b) describe the consumer habits of the countries

identified in file according to the following:

where the consumer shops (i.e,, open air

markets, tents, building, etc.)

the means by which the consumer knows

the price (i.e., bartering, fixed

price tag, etc.)

what the consumer pays with (i.e,,

currency, use of credit, exchange

of other goods or services, etc.)

methods of advertising that the consumer

is most frequently subjected to (i.e.,

"by word of mouth," billboards,

television, etc,).

2. a) describe the consumer habits they are familiar

with according to the same criteria used in illb

b) using the examples from Olb, discuss how their

consumer habits are similar or different from

other countries.

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

a growing appreciation for the consumer opportuni-

ties available in the U.S., demonstrate recognitioi

responses or indicate upon request the cultural

changes that take place when shopping in another

country, etc.).



Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Producer

Goal: E

21: 2

Students will

describe their

present taking

of responsi-

bility and

enjoyment of

producer rights.

Students are able to:

1. describe ways they presently

take responsibility as

producers.

2. describe how they enjoy

.producer rights.

3. explain the relationship

between the taking of respon-

sibility and the enjoyment

of producer rights,

Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1, a) review two general producer responsibilities

b) describe three ways they presently take

responsibility as producers (i.e., finish

assignments on time, finish a task or job

without being continually reminded, try

their best, appropriate worker behavior,

etc.).

2, a) review two general produer rights

b) describe two ways they enjoy producer

rights (i.e., intrinsic rewards, extrinsic

rewards, respect, etc.).

3. include in their analysis two examples of how

they must take the responsibility to get the

benefits of the rights.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

growth in their ability to meet producer respon-

sibilities and to enjoy producer rights,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicate

upon request the interrelationship between

producer rights and responsibilities, etc.).

111



NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

011:2

Students will

describe and

prioritize

their values.

Students are able to:

1. describe their values.

2. prioritize (rank) their values.

3. evaluate the ranking of

their values.

Students are able to:

1 describe five values.

2. *rank their values, placing the most important

first, etc.

3. include in their evaluation an explanation of why

one value holds more importance than another

(i.e., parental influence, peer influence, depriva

tion or excess while growing up, self satisfaction

etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision

Making

Role(s)!

Individual

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

21: 2

Students will

describe the

importance of

reviewing the

consequences

of similar past

decisions

before making

their final

choice in the

decision-

making process.

Students are able to:

1. discuss the importance of

reviewing the consequences

of similar decisions they

have made in the past before

making their present final

decision.

Students are able, to:

1 include in their discussion the importance of

the following:

determine the extent of similarity to

their present situation

' determine the differences involved

between the two decisions

determine if the consequences of the

past decision were acceptable or

unacceptable

determine if the risks involved for the

same consequences happening again are

acceptable or unacceptable.



Competency

(continued)

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

2. discuss the importance of

reviewing the consequences of

similar decisions others have

made before making their

present final decision,

3. describe how reviewing the

consequences of similar past

decisions is an extension

of information gathering

Suggested Performance Levels

2. include in their discussion the importance of

the following:

determine to What extent others' situa-

tion, values, etc., are similar to theirs

determine the differences between the two

decisions, the persons deciding, etc.

determine if the consequences of others'

similar past decisions were acceptable

or unacceptable to them

determine if the risks involved for the

same consequences happening again

are acceptable or unacceptable

3. review the methods of gathering information:

reading

their own past experiences

listening to others tell about their

past experiences and ideas

observations of others dealing with

similar problems.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a willingness to begin examining their and others'

past decisions that are similar to decisions they

are presently making, etc.).



NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing 6

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

2

Students will

identify past

decisions and

analyze how

thc, decisions

affect their

present

decisions and

will affect

their future

decisions.

i.6

Students are able to:

1. analyze how past decisions made

by their families influence

their present decisions and

could influence their future

decisions.

2, analyze how past legal

decisions influence their

present decisions and could

influence their future

decisions.

Students are able to:

1. a) provide three examples of past decisions

made by their families (i.e., parental

decisions--where 'ix live, goals that are

important to strive for, what activities

outside the family to take part in; sibling

decisions--how to treat younger siblings,

the goals that are important to them, etc.).

b) using the examples from ilia, include in

their analysis such things as the influence

past family decisions have had on:

their willingness to model present

or future decisions after family

decisions concerning goals and

activities

their ability to physically act

the circumstances or environment in

which their actions take place

actions in response to family treatAent.

2. a) provide two examples of laws or judicial

decisions that affect their lives

b) using two examples from #2a, include in

their evaluation the influence these

laws have on:

their ability to decide

the consequences of their decisions

the affects of their decisions on others.



Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggs red Performance Levels

(continued)

Content:VrO Students will

Achievement
evaluate the

Motivation
importance of

setting

Role(s): realistic goals

Individual,
and striving

Learner,
toward them.

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj.: 2

1 3

3. analyze how their own past

decisions influence their

present decisions and will

influence their future

decisions.

3. a) provide two examples of some long-range

decisions they have male (i.e, to attend

college or not, what classes to take, what

leisure activities to take part in, etc.)

b) provide one example of a related decision

they are presently facing

c) predict two decisions they may have to

face in the future (i.e., job choice,

where to live, involvement in social

activities, etc.)

d) using their examples from above, include in

their analysis how their decisioni;

have limited and/or may limit their

present and future choices

have limited and/or may expand their

present and future choices,

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e,, exhibit

a willingness to consider similar or relating

past decisions and their results when having to

make a present decision, etc.).

Students are able to:

1. analyze what constitutes

a realistic goal.

Students are able tot

1. include in their analysis such factors as:

accurate assessment of capabilities

availability of time to pursue that goal

accurate assessment of interest (influences

the priority placed on the goal)

availability of a means of evaluation of

progress in reaching the goal.



NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued)

150

2. discuss the consequences when

a person consistently sets

unrealistic goals and fails

to achieve them.

3. discuss the consequences when

a person consistently sets

realistic goals, strives

toward them, and accomplishes

them.

2. include in their discussion examples of such

consequences as:

reactions of others (i.e., inability to

trust that person, embarrassment,

anger, desire to quit helping that

person, etc.)

. reactions to oneself (i.e., feelings of

failure and worthlessness, embarrassment,

reluctance to continue trying, etc.).

3. include in their discussion examples of such

consequences as:

reactions of others (i.e., trusts them,

pride in them, eager to assist thm,

encouragement, allots more responsibility

to them, etc.)

reactions to oneself (i.e., confidence,

accepts more responsibility, pride,

continues to try when failure does

occur, etc.).

* demonstrates observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

the willingness and attempt to set realistic

goals and strive toward them, etc.).
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Content:VII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

21: 2

Competency

Students will

analyze a

specific task

they wish to

accomplish.

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1. identify a task they wish

to accomplish.

2. analyze a task they wish to

accomplish.

3. plan for a task they wish

to accomplish.

Students are able to:

1. *identify and describe a specific task they

wish to accomplish (1.e., class project,

research paper, build a model, etc.).

2. *a) determine the purpose of their task (i.e.,

for leisure, to make a good grade in class,

to help others, etc.).

*b) break their original task into smaller

task-parts.

*c) determine if the task-parts have to be done

by themselves and/or need support from

other persons.

*d) decide the order in which the task-parts

should be accomplished.

3, *a) plan what materials they need for task

accomplishment.

*b) plan when their task-parts will be

accomplished.

*c) plan who will help them in task accomplish-

ment (if help is needed).

*d) plan where their task accomplishment will

take place.

*e) plan a suitable means of evaluating their

progress.

*f) carry out their task based on their

analysis and plans.
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Content:VIII

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

j:2

Competency

NINTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

use communica-

tions skills

to help others.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of their

present communications skills.

2. provide examples of situations

where they have helped others.

3. analyze how their communications

skills helped others.

Students are able to:

1. provide five examples of their present communica-

tion skills (i.e., reflective listening, I-

messages, nonverbal communications, roles in

group interaction, attentiveness, timing, etc.).

2. provide two examples of situations where they

have helped others,

3. base their analysis upon the situations described

in #2 and analyze how their communications skills

were used to help others.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

a growing ability to use effective communications

skills in order to help others in the school

setting, etc.).

Content:VID

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

2

Students will

analyze how

their values,

interests, and

capabilities

have changed

and are

changing.

Students are able to:

1. assess their past values,

interests, and capabilities.

Students are able to:

1. assess their values, interests, and capabilities

(one each) at

preschool age (i.e., 2, 3, or 4 years of age)

elementary school age (i.e., 7, 8, or 9

years of age)

junior high age.



NINTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2. compare their past values,

interests, and capabilities

with their present ones and

analyze the changes.

3. explain the factors that have

caused their values, interests,

and capabilities to change

or expand.

2. a) describe one example each of their present

values, interests, capabilities.

b) compare their present values, interests,

and capabilities with those described in #1.

c) include in their analysis examples of how

their values, interests, and capabilities

have changed

physically

emotionally

intellectually

socially.

3. include in their explanation examples of such

factors as

physical maturity or limitations

intellectual maturity

emotional maturity

education

encouragement or influence of others

influence of a significant event

change in the availability of the

necessary environment (i.e., snow

for skiing, ocean for scuba diving,

etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicate

your request how they have changed and are

changing in different areas of their lives,

demonstrate an openness to change, etc.).
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Competency

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role:

Individual

Coal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

specify symptoms

and warning

signs of too

much stress

and tension.

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

Students are able to:

1, review the definition of stress

and tension and provide two

examples of stressful

situations.

2. provide examples of physical

symptoms and warning signs

of too much stress and tension.

3, provide examples of emotional

symptoms and the resulting

behaviors of too much stress

and tension

Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1, a) define in their own words what stress and

tension mean (as pertaining to emotional

stress and tension): feeling "up-tight,"

strain, nervousness, etc,

b) indicate two personal stressful situations.

provide three examples of physical symptoms

alit, warning signs of too much stress and tension

(i.e., headache, digestive problems, nailbiting,

overeating, psychosomatic illnesses, etc.),

3, provide three examples of emotional symptoms

and some resulting behaviors of too much

stress and tension (i.e., depression, negativism,

moodiness, anxiety expressing itself in such

things as overeating, nailbiting, sleeplessness,

etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate recognition responses or indicate upon

request those physical or emotional symptoms

and warning signs they exhibit when under too

mach stress and tension, etc.).



DD

Competency

TENTH GRAN
0.10.=0

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coat: B

Obj: 2

Students will

analyze how

characteristics

and abilities

develop.

Stadents are able to:

1. explain the influence that

genetic factors and environ-

mental factors can have on

characteristics and

abilities

provide examples of genetic

and environmental factors

that influenced the develop-

ment of their own character -

iatics and abilities,

Students are able to:

1. a) explain the role heredity can play in

determining characteristics and abilities.

The explanation should include an example

of Mendel's law of genetics

b) explain the role environment can play in

influencing characteristics and abilities.

The explanation should include home

environment and one setting outside the home.

2. provide five examples (two genetic and three

environmental) of factors that influenced their

own characteristics and abilities,

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., greater

acceptance of their unique characteristics and

abilities, etc.).

Content:

Self

Understand-

ing

POWs):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: C

Obis 3

Students will

show how they

manage their

environment.

Students are able to:

1. describe their environment

accurately.

evaluate why it is important

to be able to manage one's

environment.

Students are able to:

1. a) review what constitutes an environment:

their surroundings; where they live, work,

and play,

b) accurately describe three aspects of.their

environment: home, school, town.

2. a) describe what it means to manage one's

environment: to know where one needs to go

to fulfill one's needs; to be able to get

where one wants to go.

b) evaluate the importance of environment-

management according to benefits for self

end for others.

L2



Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) demonstrate how they effec-

tively manage their environment.

3, *a) demonstrate effective management of their

school environment.

b) describe how they effectively manage the

other settings in their environment (i.e.,

home, town, etc.).

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Comm,
Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will

communicate

their under-

standing of

what another,

person has said.

1L3

Students are able to:

1, define reflective listening as

a aans of communicating

understanding of what another

person has said

2, analyze the skills involved in

reflective listening.

Students are able to:

1. define reflective listening as grasping what

another person feels and means and then stating

this meaning so that person feels understood

and accepted.

2. include in their analysis three examples of

the skills involved in reflective listening:

.nonverbal encouragement (i.e., eye contact

open posture, etc.)

'verbal encouragement (i.e., tone of voice

verbalized acceptance, etc.).

3. a) practice using reflective listening in

the classroom

b) provide two examples of situations when

they have used reflective listening.

* Reference for concept clarification:

8.T.E.P. Parents' i:andbook by D. Dinkmeyer

and G. McKay.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

a growing ability to use reflective listening

in their relationships at school, etc.).



co

Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Rae:

Individual

Goal: B

Obj: 2

Students will

describe families

that are

different from

their own and

predict how they

might feel in

that set of

relationships.

1'0'5

Students are able to:

1. compare their family to other

families.

2, predict how they might, feel if

changes were to occur in their

family and new relationships

had to be formed.

Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

choose one example of family-life in the past

and compare their family to that set of

relationships and circumstances (i.e,,

physical make-up of the family, parental

expectations, children's expectations, etc.),

choose one example of family life in a

different country and compare their family

to that set of relationships and circum-

stances (i.e., parental expectations,

children's expectations, closeness of

relationships, etc.).

choose one example of an American family

that has a different physical make-up than

their family (i.e., one-parent family,

family with many children, family with one

child, foster children in the family,

adopted children in the family, etc) and

compare their family to that set of relation-

ships and circumstances.

2, using the examples and comparisons from #1b and

#1c, include the following in their predictions:

'possible feelings while change was taking

place

'possible feelings while new relationships

were being formed

.possible problems that might occur

'possible benefits of such a change

A demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

more sensitivity and understanding of students who

come from families different from their own, indi-

cations of an appreciation of what they like

about their own family, etc.).



co TENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 2

Student will

analyze the

differences and

similarities

between coopera-

tion and

competition.

Students are able to:

1. review the definitions of

cooperation and competition.

2. analyze the differences between

cooperation and competition.

3. analyze the similarities

between cooperation

competition.

Students are able to:

1. a) review the meaning of cooperation (i.e.,

working together toward a common goal).

b) review the meaning of competition (i.e.,

contending with others for profit, prize,

or position; a contest),

c) describe two situations when they have

ccoperated and two situations when they

have been competitive.

2. include the following points in their analysis:

the emphasis of competitiveness if different

ft cm the emphasis of cooperativeness (i.e.,

competitiveness tends to draw people

apart, while cooperativeness tends to

bring people closer)

'competition generally Involves "winners

and losers," while cooperation does

not use that type of terminology.

3. include the following points in their analysis

of the similarities:

'competition and cooperation are both

ways of getting things accomplished

'both competition and cooperation can

be helpful

competition and cooperation can have

agat.ve effects.

* demttrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

recc, lition responses or indicate upon request

the Jfferences and similarities between

cc ipvation and competition, show the ability

to dJ tinguish the appropriate times to use

mr' ration and competition, demonstrate a caring

ot, .cude during competitive situations, etc.).

41



Competency

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Roie(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: D

Obj: 2

Students will

explore ways

that the environ-

ment shapes or

controls their

behavior and

how they respond

to those in the

environment

who are shaping

their behaviors,

1"

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

Students are able to:

1. describe controlling and

influenti6J forces in their

own env!vrimeht.

2, explore says that they have

been and are being controlled

or shaped.

3, describe their feelings and

responses toward those who

are shaping their behavior.

Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1, describe three controlling or influential

forces in their own environment (i.e., laws,

parents, teachers, peer-pressure, etc.).

2, describe two ways they have been or are being

controlled or shaped (i.e., they have been

influenced by parents' values since infancy,

law requires them to attend school, teachers

shape their behavior and attitude in the

classroom, peer pressure controls their choices

in order to gain acceptance, etc.).

3. a) using the examples from #2, describe their

feelings toward those persons or things

shaping their behavior (i.e., resentment

frustration, security, confidence, etc.).

b) using the examples from #2, describe how

they responded in those situations and

indicate if they feel their responses were

effective.

* demonstrate observable behaviors exhibit

a growing understanding of why there are shaping

or controlling influences in the environment,

demonstrate appropriate responses to those

persons responsible for shaping their behaviors,

etc.).



TENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggest c eerformance Levels

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individuals,

Learners,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will

analyze how to

use skills of

expression in

a variety of

settings.

Students are able to:

1. identify various ways they

express themselves.

2, identify a variety of settings

they are familiar with and

analyze the expression skills

that are appropriate for

different settings.

Students are able to:

&scribe how they express their opinions

or beliefs verbally,

describe how they express their opinions or

beliefs nonverbally,

describe how they express their opinions

or beliefs in writing,

identify four different settings they are

familiar with (i.e., classroom at school,

home, store, party at a friend's home,

restaurant, park, etc.).

include in their analysis the following:

'one example each of an expression skill

that would be appropriate for the

setting identified in 112a

one example each of an expression skill

that would not be appropriate for

the settings identified in #2a

'explanation why one expression skill

might be more appropriate than another.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., use

appropriate expression skills in the different

school settings, etc.).
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Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 2

Students will

assess the needs

they have in

asserting

themselves.

Students are able to:

1, identify situations in their

lives where assertive behavior

is needed,

2, describe some emotional

'block they experience in

asserting themselves,

3, identify possible strategies

for overcoming their

emotional blocks.

Students are able to:

identify one situation in their lives where

assertive behavior is needed,

describe some benefits of using assertive

behavior in that situation (i.e., increased

self-respect and dignity, desires or needs

would be met, etc,),

2, describe at least one emotional block they

experience in asserting themselves (i.e., fear

of failure, fear of rejection, anxiety over

being the center of attention, desires to have

everyone like them, etc.).

3, identify two possible strategies for overcoming

their emotional blocks (i,e., relaxation

techniques, self-talk to refute irrational

statements, choosing an appropriate assertive-

ness style and preparing beforehand the kinds

of things they would like to say, guided imagery

concerning responses to possible consequences

of assertiveness, etc,),

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

the ability to determine when assertive behavior

would be acceptable, exhibit a growing ability

in overcoming their emotional blocks concerning

assertive behavior, etc.).
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Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering 6

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will

compare how life

styles differ

depending on

life roles,

settings,

and events,

Students are able to:

1. explain how life styles iiffer

depending on what life roles,

settings, and events persons

have control over.

2. explain how life styles

differ depending on the life

roles, settings, and events

which persons have 1;lo control

POT,

3. compare how life styles differ

depending on life roles,

settings, and events (both

those of choice and those

they have no control over),

Students are able to:

1. include in their explanation:

'one example each of roles, settings, and

events persons have control over

'how life styles can differ depending on

the choice made concerning roles,

settings, and events.

2. include in their explanation:

one example each of roles, settings,

and events that Kapp khich persons

have no control OW

.how life styles can d2-1( ',pending on

the roles, settings, al, avcnts that

happen to them

how life styles can differ depending on the

attitudes persons approach those roles,

settings, and events they have no

control over.

3. compare two opposite life styles on the basis

of roles, settings, and cients persons have

control over; roles, settings, and events

persons have no control over; and attitudes

toward their roles, settings, and evu.ts.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e. demonstrate

indications of an increased evaluation of their

life style; beginning attempts at changes, when

possible, so life roles, settings, and events

will be compatible with a preferred life style,

etc.).



Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role (s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: H

Obj: 2

Students will

predict how

they will use

knowledge from

school in

future life

and work

experiences,

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of

experience they might

encounter in the future as

a family member, citizen, and

a consumer.

2. provide examples of work

experiences they might

encounter in the future.

3, predict how they might use

knowledge from school in

their examples of future

life and work experiences.

Students are able to:

1. a) provide one example of an experience they

may encounter in the future as a family

member (i.e., becoming a spouse, parent,

etc.).

b) provide one example of an experience they

may encounter in the future as a citizen

(i,e voter, politician, etc.).

c) provide one example of an experience they

may encounter in the future as a consumer

(i.e., buying for a family, buyer for a

company, etc.).

2. provide one example of a work experience they

may encounter in the future.

3. a) correlate two specific classroom subjects

to the four examples given in #1 and #2.

.family member-math/cooking; reading/

directions, etc.

,citizen-reading/voting; speech/speaking

to groups, etc.

consumer-math/counting change; reading/

comparison buying; etc.

.work experience-math, reading/farmer;

reading, psychology/teacher;

writing, reading/author; etc.

b) identify two extracurricular school activ-

ities that influence one or more of their

roles (i.e., participation in team sports,

school organizations, dances and social

activit'es, etc.).

* demonstrate ,,bservable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate recognition responses or indicate upon



Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued)

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 2

Students will

analyze stereo-

types held by

others and how

those stereo-

types can

limit choices.

11 1= l

request how know edi from school might be

useful in future life ' work experiences; show

through attitude and actions that school

experiences are generally valued, etc.).

Students are able to:

1, provide examples of stereotypes

held by others,

2, explain how those stereotypes

limit the choices of the

person believing the

stereotype.

3, explain how those stereotypes

limit the choices of the

person being stereotyped.

Students are able to:

1, a) provide two examples of stereotypes held

by others

b) provide one example of a stereotype that is

changing or that they feel needs to change.

2. explain two ways persons believing the stereo-

types are limited (i.e., limits their personal

resources, limits new areas of knowledge in

their lives, etc.).

3, explain two ways stereotypes limit the choices

of the pe7sos being stereotyped (i.e., limits

job opportunities, limits enrichment of new

friends or activities, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request an

explanation of how stereotypes limit choices, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will Students are able to:

describe the

interrelation-

ship between

family rights

and family

responsibilities.

179

1, provide examples of family

rights and respons1bilities,

Students are able to:

1. a) provide two examples of children's family

rights

b) provide two examples of children's family

responsibilities

c) provide two examples of parent rights

d) provide two examples of parent responsi-

bilities

e) indicate that different families place

different emphasis on rights and responsi-

bilities,



w

TENTH GRADE

Competacy Performance Indicators

(continued) 2. explain the relationship that

exists between family rights

and family responsibilities.

3. describe specific family

rights that correlate with

specific family responsi-

bilities.

Suggested Performance Levels

2. include the following in their explanation:

'the family rights of children are directly

related to the family responsibilities

of parents

'as children mature they will be given more

responsibilities in contributing toward

a satisfactory family life

'as children demonstrate their ability to

accept and carry out responsibilities,

they will be granted more privileges

within the family

'parents and children oho refuse to carry out

their responsibilities may have to give

up some of their rights or privileges.

3. describe three specific family rights that

correlate with specikedfamily responsibilities

(i.e., parents' rights to respect/children's

responsibility to show respect; children's

right to foonparents' responsibility to provide

food; children't right to an education/parents'

responsibility to see that child attends school

and child's responsibility to attend school and

to be attentive; children's right to physical

care/parents' responsibility to encourage

Flab, provide adequate medical treatment, and

not to abuse their child; etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

mate recogniticd responses or indicate upon

request the intel%lationship between family

rtshts and responsibilities, etc.).



Competency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Learner

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate personal

academic and

study skills and

explain how they

can be improved.

Students are able to:

1. discuss the consequences of

having no consistent,

effective study system.

2. evaluate the effectiveness of

their personal academic and

study skills (incorporated

into a study system) and

identify those skills or parts

of their system that need

improvement.

3. describe how they plan to

improve their personal

academic skills and study

skills and their study systems

Students are abl,'

1, discuss two consequences of having no study

system (i.e., incomplete knowledge, harder to

remember, harder to generate interest, etc.).

2, include the following in their evaluation:

'specify what their study system is

'pinpoint the actual skills that are used

in that system

'determine what works well in the system

'determine what does not work well in their

system and why it does not work

3. a) create a specific and realistic plan for

improving their skills or study system

b) report on their progress in improving their

personal skills or study system.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

growth in their development of effective

academic and study skills, show how a desire

and effort to improve those effective academic

and study skills, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role

Citizen

Goal: C

Obj: 2

Students will

describe their

rights and

responsibilities

as world

citizens.

1 "3

Students are able to:

1. describe the purpose of the

United Nations and the role

it plays concerning the

rights and responsibilities

of world citizens.

Students are able to:

1. a) define a world citizen as any person living

in our world

b) become familiar with the United Nations

Charter and describe its purpose

c) describe the activities of the United

Nations concerning the rights and responsi-

bilities of world citizens (i.e., UNICEF,

peace keeping commissions, etc.).



TENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, describe some of their

rights as world citizens.

3, describe some of their

responsibilities as world

citizens.

2. a) describe three of their rights as world

citizens found in articles 3 through 27 in

the United Nations Charter: right to life,

liberty and security of person; freedom from

slavery and servitude, and so on to article

27)

b) describe how they exercise the rights

described in #2a.

3, a) describe two of their responsibilities as

world citizens (i.e., awareness and respect

for other cultures, support for others'

rights, uphold the responsibilities/laws

required in the country 1..,ey are visiting,

etc.)

b) describe how they have or will meet the

responsibilities described in 113a.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit a

growirg interest in the world around them and the

Influence that different nations have on each

other, demonstrate recognition responses or

indicate upon request hot, individuals can affect

their world, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Consumer

Coal: D

Obj: 2

Students will

describe the

legal rights

and responsi-

bilities of

consumers.

Students are able to:

1. identify consumer aids such

as guarantees, warrantees,

and consumer resources

(literature, organizations,

etc.).

2, discuss the legal rights

and responsibilities of the

consumer.

Students are able to:

1, a) identify three consumer aids (i.e.,

warrantees, literature, consumer organiza-

tions, etc.)

b) discuss how the examples in #1 are aids

c) identify where the examples in 111 can be

found.

2. include in their discussion:

'three aspects of the laws covering the

rights and responsibilities of consumers



TENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested' Performance Levels

(continued)

3. describe how they use the

legal rights and carry

out the legal responsi-

bilities of consumers.

'an explanation of how laws protecting

consumer rights are interdependent on

legal aspects demanding consumer

responsibility.

3. a) identify a situation where they have used a

legal right and responded to a legal

responsibility

b) analyze the situation, its outLome, and its

effect on their roles as consumers.

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Producer

Goal: E

Obj: 2

Students will

describe the

legal rights

and responsi-

bilities of

producers.

Students are able to:

1, describe the legal rights

of producers.

1 7

2. describe the legal responsi-

bilities of producers.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a willingness to understand their legal

consumer rights and meet their consumer responsi-

bilities, demonstrate recognition responses or

indicate upon request the various consumer aids

available to them, etc.).

Students ara able to:

1. a) describe two legal rights of the producer-

employee (i.e., minimum wage, right to

strike, right4o safe working conditions,

etc.)

b) describe two legal rights of the producer-

employer (i.e., hiring policy, determination

or job standards, expectations of employees

meeting the contract agreement, etc.).

2. a) describe two legal responsibilities of the

producer-employee (i.e., meet contract

agreement, do a satisfactory job, respons-

ible behavior and attendance, etc.)

1C)r)JJ
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Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) b) describe two legal responsibilities of the

producer - employer (i.e., meet contract

concerning wages and benefits, provision of

safe corking conditions, non-discriminatory

hiring policy in regard to race, sex,

crnd. age, etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role:

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will

predict how

their values

will influence

their life

styles.

Students are able to:

1% analyze how values affect

life styles

2, provide examples of their

values.

3, predict the effect their

values will have on their

future life styles.

Students are able to:

1. a) review the meaning of life style: the

distinctive way in which someone lives

b) review the meaning of a value: something

that is very important to a person

c) include in their analysis:

'life styles are directed around desired

goals

'desired goals are determined by what

is valued

'one example of how values and life styles

are directly related,

2, provide two examples of actions or things they

value,

3. include in their prediction:

'a description of a possible future lifestyle

'at least one example of possible effects of

each value described in #2 on that

future life style.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate recognition responses or indicate upon

request how their values have influenced their

present life style; exhibit satisfaction with

the compatibility of their values with their

life style,. etc.).

.1:11



Co:;etency

TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Roles:

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 2

Students will

analyze the

decision-making

process used

by others.

Students are able to:

I explain how others appear

to make their decisions.

evaluate their methods of

decision-making

contrast others' decision-

making processes with

the basic decision- making

model.

Students are able to:

1, explain two examples of how others appear to

make their decisions (i.e., forethought/no

forethought, consideration for others/no

consideration, etc.).

2, evaluate the methods described in it as to:

effectiveness of decisions

'consistent pattern in making decisions

'satisfaction with their decisions.

3. using the examples from #1, include in their

comparison whether or not they:

identify the problem or goal

gather information

'determine values and opinions

'generate and review alternatives

'review possible consequences and risks

'choose an alternative (make the decision).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate recognition responses or indicate upon

request what type of decision-making processes

others use, etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Roles:

Individuals,

Learners,

Citizen,

Consumer

Producer

Students will

analyze the

consequences of

decisions that

others make,

191

Students are able to

1, specify a decision that

someone else has made,

analyze the consequences

of that decision for the

decision-taker.

Students are able to:

1, specify and describe a major decision that

someone has made.

2, include iv their analysis examples of:

'the :nal consequences for the decision-

maker (i.e., direct change or event,

praise, tangible rewards, etc.)

'the internal consequences for the decision-

maker (i.e., feelings of pride/feelings of

inferiority; increased willingness to risk/

withdrawal, etc.).
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TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Goal: C

Obj: 2

(continued) 3, analyze the consequences of

that decision for themselves

or any others involved with

the decision-maker.

3, include in their analysis examples of:

the external consequences for themselves or

others (i.el, direct change or event,

involvement with the decision-maker, etc.).

'the internal consequences for themselves or

others (i.e., respect for the decision-

maker/anger towards the decision-maker;

increased knowledge concerning right or

wrong choices to make in similar

circumstances, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate a willingness to consider the conse-

quences of similar decisions that others made

before a present decision, etc.).

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Roles:

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 2

193

Students will

analyze how

planning the use

of their time

contributes

toward their

effectiveness

in their life

roles.

Students are able to

1, explain the benefits of plan-

ning the use of their time.

2. analyze how planning contrib-

utes toward effectiveness

in their life roles.

Students are able to:

1, include in their explanation the following

points:

Tore efficient use of their time

'less stress when they know time has been

planned to accomplish a task

.tendency toward relaxed and confident

attitude when time has been allotted for

adequate preparation, gathering of

material, etc.

2, include in their analysis one example of each

of the following: 1

'planning contributes toward effectiveness as

a family member (i.e., more time to give

attention to other family members,

adequate time for chores, etc.)

'Inning contributes toward effectiveness in

their leisure role (i.e., adequate time

104
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TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, (continued)

3. describe how they plan the

use of their time.

allowed for relaxation, time allotted

to learn a new hobby, etc.)

'planning contributes toward effectiveness as

a learner (i.e., adequate time allotted

studying, preparing for a test rather

than cramming, etc.)

'planning contributes toward effectiveness as

a citizen (i.e., allowing time to learn

about candidates and issues, planning to

take part in community activities, etc.)

'planning contributes toward effectiveness as

a consumer (i.e., planning one shopping

trip to take the place of several small

trips, planning what to buy at the store,

etc.)

'planning contributes toward effectiveness

as a producer (i.e., allotting time to

get mote work done, planning how to use

work hours more efficiently, etc.).

3. *describe how they plan the use of their time

for one week.

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Roles:

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Student will use

a variety of

methods to eval-

uate progress

and achievement

of a specific

task.

1'

Students are able to:

1. identify a specific task

they have analyzed and

planned.

2. use a variety of methods to

evaluate their progress

during task accomplishment.

Students are able to:

1. *a) identify a specific task they wish to

accomplish

*b) analyze the purpose and parts of that task.

*c) plan how they will carry out that task.

2. *a) use two different .methods to evaluate their

progress during task accomplishment (e.g.,

pretest/progress tests, feedback from

others, degree of self-satisfaction, etc.)

*b) compare the two methods they used and

discuss if one was more effective than the

others.

196
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TENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Goal: B

Obj: 2

(continued)

Content: VIII

Problem-

Solving

Roles:

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: 4

Obj: 2

Students will

predict methods

they may use

in caring for

medical

emergencies.

Content: VIII

Problem-

Solving

Roles:

Individual,

Learner,

3. use a variety of methods to

evaluate their total task

achievement.

3. *a) use two different methods of evaluating

their total task achievement (i.e., post-

test, purpose of task was accomplished,

verbal and/or non-verbal reactions from

others, amounts of self-satisfaction and

pride, etc.)

b) explain which method they prefer and why

they prefer them (i.e., effectiveness of

the evaluation process, ease in using

the process, satisfaction with the

accuracy of the results, etc.).

Students are able to:

1. describe a variety of

medical emergencies.

2. provide examples of methods

in caring for medical

emergencies.

3. demonstrate that they are

able to care for a variety

of common medical

emergencies.

Students are able to:

1, describe four different emergencies (i.e.

concussion, heart attack, fall, deep cut,

drowning, car accident, etc.).

2, provide three examples of how to give physical

care and emotional support during emergencies.

3. *demonstrate in a controlled setting that they

can care for two different emergencies.

Students will

predict some

of the

concerns they

will have as

they get

older.

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of some

of the concerns of older

persons.

Students are able to:

1. a) provide four examples of concerns of older

persons (i.e., retirement, medical plans,

pensions, job availability, social

security, insurance plans, etc.)

3
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Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) (continued)

2. explain why these concerns

of older persons exist.

3, predict and explain some of

the concerns they may have

as they get older,

b) indicate the general age groups where

these concerns occur (i.e,, 20-60's are

interested in insurance plans for their

families' security, 60's are interested

in extension of the retirement age, etc.).

2. include in their explanation a description of

the needs that accompany the four concerns

listed in #1 (i.e., need for independence,

need for financial security, need to meet the

responsibilities of a family, etc.).

3. a) predict two concerns they may have as they

get older

b) explain why these concerns may exist for

them (i.e., change in needs, change in

interests or job availability, changes in

responsibilities, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate a growing ability to project them-

selves into the future and imagine the types

of concerns they might have then, etc.).
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0 ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self-

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

effectively

reduce their

stress during

tension-

producing

situations.

Students are able to:

1, provide examplei of thsion-

producing situations in their

lives.

2, explain the techniques they

use to reduce stress during

these tension-producini,

situations.

3, demonstrate effective stress-

reduction during a tension-

producing situation.

Students are able to:

1, provide three examples of tension-producing

situations in their lives (i.e., times of

anger, unhappiness, fear, etc.).

2, explain three techniques they use to reduce

stress that correlates with the examples in it

(i.e., various ways of relaxing, thought-out

responses, switching to an unrelated activity,

etc.).

3, *demonstrate effective stress-reduction during

a tense situation in the classroom.

Content: I

Self-

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

specify which

characteristics

and abilities

they appreciate

most in them-

selves and

others.

Students are able to:

1. describe the characteristics

and abilities they appreciate

most in themselves and others.

2, analyze why they appreciate

those characteristics and

abilities in themselves and

others.

3, predict how those character-

istics and abilities they

appreciate might help them

in the future.

Students are able to:

1, describe two characteristics and abilities they

appreciate,

2, analyze their appreciation in respect to

benefits for others, benefits for themselves,

and effects upon feelings.

3. predict three ways those characteristics and

abilities may help them in the future in their

life roles.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., show

appreciation for others' unique characteristics

and abilities, demonstrate an acceptance of

those characteristics and abilities they cannot

change in themselves, attempts to further develop

their abilities, etc.).

2U3
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self-

Understand-

ing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: C

Obj: 3

Students will

assess how

avoiding

responsibility

hinders their

ability to

manage them-

selves and

their environ-

ment effect-

ively

2"1

Students are able to:

1, describe their present respon-

sibilities and those situations

when they avoid taking

responsibility.

2, explain that controlling their

attitudes and thinking

processes is a major factor

in having some control over

themselves, their environment,

and other persons in their

environment.

3. assess those times when

avoiding responsibility

hinders their management of

themselves, their environment,

and their relationships

with others in their

environment.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe three of their present responsi-

bilities and indicate the settings where

those responsibilities occur

b) describe two situations when they have

avoided taking responsibility,

2. a) include the following principle in their

explanation: if persons wish to change

their responses to an action, then they

will have to change their beliefs (thinking

and feelings) about that action,

*Reference for concept clarification: A

Guide to Rational Living by Ellis and Harper,

b) indicate in their explanation how this

principle relates to controlling themselves,

their environment, and other persons in

their environment.

3. based on the two examples given in #1, assess

how avoiding responsibility hinders self-

management mid environment/relationship

management (i.e., avoidance places the control

in someone else's hands as they no longer are

responsible for themselves).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., more

acceptance of responsibility at school,

increased self-control, increased capability to

manage their environment and relationships at

school, etc.).

J)
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

explain that

the way they

communicate a

thought or idea

influences

others' reac-

tions to that

thought or

idea.

2u

Students are able to:

1. describe verbal and nonverbal

cues that encourage positive

reactions to a thought or

idea.

2. describe verbal and nonverbal

cues that encourage negative

reactions to a thought or

idea,

3, provide examples of times

when they have encouraged

positive and/or negative

reactions to thoughts or

ideas.

Students are able to:

describe two verbal cues that encourage

positive reactions (i.e., enthusiastic voice

tone, statement of confidence, statement

of positive expectation, etc.)

describe two nonverbal cues that encourage

positive reactions (i.e., smile, gleam in

the eyes, eye contact, relaxed and

confident posture, etc.).

describe two verbal cues that encourage

negative reactions (i.e., discouraged voice

tone, statement of uncertainty or negative

expectations, etc.)

describe two nonverbal cues that encourage

negative reactions (i.e., frown, no eye

contact, discourage posture, nervousness,

etc.).

3. provide two examples of times when they have

encouraged positive or negative reactions to

thoughts or ideas and include in their examples:

'what kind of reaction they desired

.what kind of reactior he received

what verbal cues they gave

'what nonverbal cues they gave

if they were encouraging reaction to their

own thoughts or to someone else's

thoughts.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., use

verbal and nonverbal cues to gain positive

reactions to their thoughts and ideas, etc.).

z',)7
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

assess their

current family

relationships

and evaluate

their effec-

tiveness.

Students are able to:

1. describe an example of

effective family

relationships.

2. privately describe and

evaluate the effectiveness

of their family relation-

ships.

Students are able to:

1. describe an example of effective family

relationships using the following character-

istics for their model:

'treat each other as equal in worth and

dignity

'show respect toward each other

'listen to each other

'communicate with each other

'constructively solve problems instead of

allowing anger to remain

'show care and love in spite of mistakes (i.e.,

"I love you, not what you are doing,...")

'trust each other

'show loyalty toward each other

'share time with each other

2, describe four aspects of their current

family relationships (i.e., closeness,

needs fulfilled, companionship, personal

gains, cooperative relationships, etc.)

evaluate their effectiveness upon five of

these points:

Persons in the relationship--

'treat each other as equal in worth and

dignity

'show respect toward each other

'listen to each other

'cooperate with each other

'constructively solve problems instead of

allowing anger to remain

'show care and love in spite of mistakes

(i.e., "I love you, not what you are

doing,.,. ")

a)

b)
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Competency

(continued)

ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

(continued)

3. privately determine areas

where improvement in their

family relationships should

be made.

Suggested Performance Levels

trust each other

show loyalty toward each other

share time with each other.

3, a) privately determine areas that are

lacking in their family relationships

b) privately provide three examples' of how

they can contribute toward improvement.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., show

recognition responses or indicate upon request

those characteristics of a model effective

family relationship, etc.).

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 2

Students will

evaluate the

effectiveness

of their own

friendship

skills.

2110

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of how they

implement the skills that are

necessary for making friend-

ships.

2. provide examples of how they

implement the skills that are

necessary for keeping

friendships.

Students are able to:

1. a) explain three ways they show concern and

care for others (i.e., maners, talking,

helping, giving time or things, etc.)

b) explain two reasons why they desire to have

friends (i.e., companionship, help, honest

feedback, etc.)

c) explain three ways they act friendly toward

others (i.e., speaking kindly, being

genuinely interested, sharing activities,

experiences, and feelings, etc.),

2, a) review the meaning of trust (i.e., being

able co count on a person to do what

he/she says

b) explain two situations when they have

shown trustworthiness

c) review the meaning of loyalty (i.e., being

able to trust someone to stick by you

d) explain one situation when they have

demonstrated loyalty to another person

e) explain three ways they have continued to

211
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) (continued)

3. determine which friendship

skills are effective and

which ones need strength-

ening.

act friendly as a means of keeping

friendships (i.e., similar to examples

in Plc)

f) explain two situations when they have used

problem-solving skills as a means of

keeping friendships (i.e., communication,

sharing, taking turns, etc.).

3. determine those friendship skills that are

effective for them

determine those friendship skills which

need strengthening

describe how they plan to strengthen those

skills which need improvement.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

an ability to make and keep friendships, show

a willingness, and effort to strengthen weak

friendship skills, etc.).

a)

b)

c)

2 I 3
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Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

IIM=.1M.11MM

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Ralitions

ROU(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: D

Obj: 2

Students will

analyze the

cycle of con-

sequences that

might occur as

the result of

unacceptable

behavior.

Students are able to

1. describe reciprocal behavior.

2, describe unacceptable

behaviors according to

society, family, and self.

3. analyze the consequences of

unacceptable behavior.

Students are able to:

1. describe reciprocal behavior as their actions

affecting others' behavior and others'

actions affecting their behavior.

2, describe three behaviors that have been termed

unacceptable by society, family and themselves

(i.e., society: murder, theft, abuse of drugs

and/or alcohol, arson, etc.).

3. a) using an example from #2, describe some

possible consequences of an unacceptable

behavior

b) relate the concept of reciprocal behavior

to the cycle of consequences that might

occur as a result of unacceptable behavior

c) relate the concept of reciprocal behavior

to the breaking of the cycle of negative

consequences (i.e., through counseling,

hiring an ex-convict, showing care in

some way, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., recognize

which behaviors are unacceptable, exhibit a

growing ability to accept and deal with the

consequences of their unacceptable behaviors,

demonstrate an understanding of how to break

the cycle of negative consequences to

unacceptable behavior, etc.).
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Competency Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Rote(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

understand the

relationship

between self-

respect and

respect for

others'

opinions in

group situa-

tiots.

216

Students are able to:

1. describe ways to show respect

for others' opinions.

2. discuss how expressing their

opinions and beliefs'is parr

of the process of establish-

ing and maintaining self-

respect,

3, discuss the relationship

between self-respect and

respect for others in

group situations,

Students are able to:

1. describe two ways they can show respect for

others' opinions (i,e., eye contact, attentive-

ness, reflective listening, separating who the

person is from what he/she is saying, using

open-ended comments instead of closed-ended

ones, etc.).

2, discuss two reasons why expressing their

opinions and beliefs is part of the process

of establishing and maintaining self-respect

(i.e., encourages practice in taking risks,

encourages the feeling that there thoughts and

beliefs are of value, encourages feelings of

contribution, etc.),

include'the following points in their discussion:

'there is a direct relationship between

demonstrating respect and self- respect--

the more respect that is shown, the more

respect they feel for themselves

'improved self-respect and respect for others

encourages those around them to demon-

strate increased respect

'appropriate respect for self and others

helps to enhance interpersonal relation-

ships.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

growing ability to appropriately and confidently

express their own opinions and beliefs while at

the same time showing respect for others'

opinions and beliefs, etc.).
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

determine the

losses and gains

possible from

using assertive

behavior in

various situa-

tions and

decide if the

risks and

consequences

warrant that

system of

behavior.

2'3

Students are able to:

1, describe a variety of

possible situations in their

lives where assertive behavior

might be appropriate.

2. determine the losses or gains

that might occur if assertive

behavior were used in those

situations.

3. imagine themselves in those

situations and decide if the

risks and possible conse-

quences are acceptable.

Students are able to:

1, describe two possible situations where assertive

behavior might be appropriate (i.e., situations

that could happen presently or situations that

could happen in the future).

2. a)

b)

3, a)

b)

c)

determine possible losses that might come

about during the situations described in 01

(i.e., rejection, anger others, etc.)

determine possible gains that might occur

during the situations described in 01 (i.e.,

self-esteem, respect from others, needs or

desires would be met, etc.).

imagine themselves in the situations

described in #1 and describe the risks and

possible consequences

determine if the risks and possible conse-

quences are acceptable or not to them

discuss why the risks and possible conse-

quences are or are not acceptable.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate the ability to determine when it is

"safe" for them to use assertive behavior, use

assertive behavior when they feel it is appro-

priate in their lives, etc.).

2'q.o.
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

NOV

Content: IV

Gathering 6

Processing

Information

Role(s);

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

God: A

Obj: 3

Students will

determine how

life roles,

settings, and

events have

influenced

their present

life styles.

220.

Students are able to:

1. specify their present life

style.

2. describe the life roles,

settings and events that they

have control over and explain

how these have influenced

their present life styles.

3. describe the life roles,

settings, and important events

that they have had no control

over and explain how these

have influenced their present

life styles.

Students are able to:

1. specify their present life style according

to immediate and long-range goals that are

important to them.

2. a)

b)

describe four life roles, settings, and

events they have had control over (i.e.,

work, leisure activities, buying habits,

health habits, educational interests, etc.)

explain how the above examples have

influenced their present life style.

3. a) describe four life roles, settings, and

events they have had no control over (i.e.,

birth, poverty or wealth, illness, accidents,

location of home, sibling, etc.)

b) explain how the above examples have

influenced their present life style.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e,, demon-

strate an evaluation of their present life style,

exhibit recognition responses or indicate upon

request reasons why they exhibit their present

life style, etc.).

221



Competency

ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goat: B

Obj: 3

Students will

discuss how the

compiling and

integrating of

information

occurs

throughout life.

2,22

Students are able to:

1, discuss how they compiled

and integrate information

in the past.

2, discuss situations where

they presently compile and

integrate information.

3. predict situations where

they might need to compile

and integrate information

in the future.

4. discuss ways skills in

compiling and integrating

information can be improved

in the future.

Students are able to:

discuss how infants compile and integrate

information

discuss how pre-schoolers compile and

integrate information

discuss how elementary school students

compile and integrate information

discuss how junior high students compile

and integrate information.

2, discuss three situations where they presently

compile and integrate information (i.e., class

project, research paper, leisure reading,

preparation for a summer job, etc.).

3. predict two situations where they might need to

compile and integrate information in the future

(i.e., choosing and succeeding in further educa-

tion or in a career, developing new personal

interests, learning how to relate to new family

members, etc.).

4, discuss two ways skills in compiling and inte-

grating information can be improved in the

future (i.e., further education, on-the-job

training, interest groups and activities, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., effect-

ively utilize skills that enable them to compile

and integrate information, demonstrate by action

or attitude that they value the skills used in

compiling and integrating information as useful

for the future, etc.).

2930,0
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

w

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate the

effects addi-

tional exper-

ience and

information

have had on

those stereo-

types in their

lives.

Students are able to:

1, provide examples of situations

when they have been exposed

to information or had direct

experience which has related

to their stereotypes,

2, discuss how the additional

information or experience

affected their stereotypes.

3. discuss how they have applied

the additional information

or experience to their lives.

Students are able to:

1, a) provide one example of a situation when they

were exposed to information and specify the

stereotype it was related to

b) provide one example of a situation when they

had direct experience and specify the

stereotype it was related to.

2, using the examples from #1, discuss whether

stereotypes were strengthened or weakened by the

additional information and experiences.

3, include the following in their discussion:

'whether or not they have relayed the informa-

tion and experiences to others

..how the effects of the information and

experience have further limited or have

expanded their choices and opinions.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., desires

accurate information when confronted with a

generalization or stereotype, transfers accurate

information about others instead of transferring

any inaccurate stereotypes, etc.).



Competency

ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: A

Obj: 2

Students will

describe the

results when

responsibilities

are not met by

parents and

children,

2w6"6

Students are able to:

1. describe a possible situation

and the results when a child

fails to meet a responsi-

bility.

discuss what could happen if

parents did not meet their

responsibilities.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe one situation when they failed to

meet a responsibility (i.e., did not do a

chore, showed disrespect to a parent,

showed negative behavior toward a sibling,

etc.)

b) describe the results for themselves when

they failed to meet that responsibility

(i.e., lost a privilege, felt guilty, lost

the trust of a family member, etc.)

c) describe the results for the family

member(s) when they failed to meet the

responsibility (i.e., family member felt

they were of less value, family member lost

a degree of trust in them, family member's

rights were infringed upon, family life

did not run smoothly, etc.).

2, a) discuss what could happen if parents

occasionally dtd not meet their responsi-

bilities (i.e., parent could feel guilty,

would lose some of the trust of other

family members, would make other family

members feel of less value, would cause

family life not to run smoothly, would

infringe on other members' rights, etc.)

b) discuss what could happen if parents

consistently did not meet their responsi-

bilities; include the following in their

discussion:

.a summary of the law concerning child

abuse and neglect

'an acknowledgement that the majority of

abuse or neglectful parents were

2;47



ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued)

2''3

(continued)

3. analyze why it is important

for both parents and children

to meet their family respon-

sibilities.

4. privately examine times

when they have and have not

met their responsibilities

in their families.

abused and neglected when they were

children

'examples of a hotline number, persons, or,

agencies that they can contact if they

are aware of a case of child abuse or

neglect

'examples of what kind of help is given to

families having this problem (i.e.,

family therapy, foster home care, etc.).

3. include four of the following points in their

analysis:

'family members gain a sense of worthwhileness

'family members gain a sense of belonging and

security

'family members have their physical needs met

'family members are allowed control, in

varying' degrees, over family life

'jobs to be done within the family are

accomplished faster and smoother because

of a sense of cooperation.

4, a) examine two times when they have met family

responsibilities and the results of meeting

those responsibilities

b) examine one time when they did not meet a

family responsibility and the results of

not meeting that responsibility.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate recognition responses or indicate upon

request reasons why persons should attempt to

meet their family responsibilities and the

results if those responsibilities are not met,

etc.).



ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

vilities

Role(s):

Learner

Goal: B

Obj: 3

0

Students will

examine their

taking of

responsibility

in their roles

as learners.

230

Students are able to:

1. identify ways they take

responsibility as learners.

2, analyze the effectiveness

of their taking of

responsibility.in their

roles as learners,

3. indicate ways they can

improve their taking of

responsibility in their

roles as learners.

Students are able to:

1, identify three ways they take responsibility as

learners (i.e., school attendance, finish

assignments on time, request help if needed,

attentiveness, application of study skills and

a study system, etc.).

2, include the following discussion points in

their analysis:

*how their responsibility-taking measures

have aided them in learning

'how their responsibility-taking measures

are related to their rights as learners

'which responsibility-taking measures are

weak and/or which new ones need to be

added.

3. a)

b)

c)

indicate at least one area in the taking of

responsibility which they wish to

strengthen or initiate

describe a means by which the strengthening

or addition may be accomplished

demonstrate effort in strengthening or

adding the area identified in 113a.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., take

responsibility in their roles as laarners, show

a desire and effort to improve those areas

where they need to tak more responsibility in

their roles as learners, etc.).



V

ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

MEI

Content: V

Rights 6

Responsi-

bilities

ROle(e):

Citizen

Opal: C

Obj: 3

Student will

explain the

interactive

effects of

citizen rights

and citizen

responsi-

bilities.

Students are able to:

1. provide same examples of

U.S. citizen rights and

responsibilities,

2. explain the relationship

between citizen rights and

citizen responsibilities.

3. describe specific citizen

rights that correlate with

specific citizen responsi-

bilities.

Students are able to:

1. a) provide two examples of rights of U.S

citizens

b) provide two examples of responsibilities

of U.S citizens.

2, include the following points in their explana-

tion:

'every right has an accompanying responsi-

bility

.the more rights they have, then the more

responsibilities they have also

if they refuse their responsibilities,

then they also have to give up their

rights.

3. describe four specific citizen rights that

correlate with four specific citizen responsi-

bilities (i.e., the right to drive a car, the

responsibility to drive safely--the right to

protection under the law, the responsibility

of obeying the laws--the right to free speech,

the responsibility of honest speech without

slander or libel--the right to own property,

the responsibility to not steal cr vandalize

others' property--the right to a free public

education, the responsibility of attending

school, etc.).

A demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate a willingness to meet their citizen

responsibilities, demonstrate recognition

responses or indicate upon request how their

citizen rights correlate with responsibilities,

etc.).

2'3



ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role(s);

Consumer

Coal: D

Gbj: 3

Students will

evaluate their

roles as

consumers,

2'1

Students are able to:

1, explain how they are

consumers.

2, analyze the major consumer

skills.

3, evaluate their roles as

consumers in respect to

their consumer skills.

4, evaluate their roles as

consumers in respect to

their consumer rights and

responsibilities.

Students are able to:

1. a) review the meaning of consumer: a person

who buys or uses things

b) list four products that they bu. or use.

2, include in their analysis the six following

consumer skills:

'ability to understand money and to make

change

'ability to determine the appropriate place

of purchase

'recognition of the quality of merchandise

'ability to compare and contrast

'determination of need or priority

'recognition of the influence of advertising.

3. in their evaluation, select four consumer

skills, determine how those skills affect their

roles as consumers, and expound on their

ability to perform those skills,

4, in their evaluation, select two of the following

topics, determine how those topics affect their

roles as consumers, and expound on their

ability to make use of those legal aids and/or

requirements:

'guarantees

'warrantees

'consumer resources (i.e., literature,

organizations, etc.)

'consumer laws in their state.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a willingness to meet consumer responsibilities

and use consumer rights, shows an appreciation

or involvement in using consumer aids,

2',J5
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) (continued) demonstrates a willingness to improve weak

areas in their consumer skills, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role(s):

Producer

Coal: E

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate the

importance of

having laws

and contracts

to protect

producers

Students are able to:

1. explain that the category of

producer includes both

employers and employees.

provide examples of laws

that protect producers.

. evaluate the importance of

having laws and contracts

to protect producers.

Students are able to:

1, a) describe how employers are producers

b) describe how employees are producers.

2. provide two examples of laws that protect

producers (i.e., child labor laws, laws

concerning monopolies, laws concerning unions

and strikes, etc.).

3. include in their evaluation a description of:

the consequences if there were no laws or

contracts to protect producers

'the benefits of laws and contracts for the

employer--producers

the benefits of laws and contracts for the

employee-producers.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i,e., exhibit

a growing appreciation for the way laws and

contracts can protect producers, demonstrate a

willingness to abide by producer laws and

contracts when applicable to them, etc.).



Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Students will

analyze how

values affect

their decisions

and actions

in their

various life

roles.

2"3

Students are able to:

1, analyze how values (theirs

and others') affect their

decisions.

2. analyze how values (theirs

and others') affect their

actions.

3. provide examples of how

their values affect their

decisions and actions in

their various life roles.

Students are able to:

analyze how their values affect their

decisions (i.e., more conviction, less

flexibility, greater concerns over the

outcome, etc.)

analyze how others' values affect their

decisions (i.e., parental influences

affect them, peer pressure, the values of

legishors affect the laws they decide

about, etc.).

analyze how their values affect their

actions (i.e., the greater the conviction

the more one will risk taking action)

analyze how their values affect their

actions' (i.e., in response according to

their own values: risking action against

values they strongly disagree with,

risking action in agreement with other

values.)

3. a) review their various life roles: personal,

family members, learner, citizen, consumer,

and producer

b) provide one example for each life role of

how their values affect their decisions and

actions in those roles.

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

decisions and actions which appear to be

consistent with their professed values, etc.).

2" )
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

ible(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: B

Obj: 2

24

Students will

evaluate the

results when

a systems. t

decision -

making process

is not used,

Students are able to:

1, describe some non-systematic

methods of decision-making.

2. evaluate the consequences of

not using a systematic

decision-making process.

3. describe a situation when they

did not use a systematic

decision-making process.

Students are able to:

1. describe two non-systematic methods of

decision-making (i.e., impulsivity, doing

nothing and leaving the situation to chance,

Asking or letting someone else make the

decision, etc.).

2. include two of the following examples in their

evaluation and describe how those consequences

would make them feel:

decision would possibly not be the best one

for them because it would not take into

account their characteristics, capabil-

ities, or values

they would lose ownership of the decision

and therefore self-esteem

they would become reactive to the problem

with little control over their environ-

ment.

3. a) describe a situation when they did not use a

systematic decision-making process

b) describe the process that was used

c) describe the results of that situation when

they did not use a systematic decision-

making process.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate recognition responses or indicate

upon request how not using systematic decision-

making processes affects them, etc.).



Competency

ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

Content: VI

Valuing 6

Decision -

Making

Role(s);

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 3

Students will

provide examples

and evaluate

their present

ability to

generate alter-

natives, gather

information,

and assess the

consequences in

the decisions

they make.

2"

Students are able to:

1, provide examples of their

ability to carry out every

step of the decision-making

process.

2, evaluate their present ability

to generate alternatives,

gather information, and

assess the consequences in

the decisions they make.

3. analyze how they have changed,

improved, and/or still need

to carry out the entire

decision-making process.

Suggested Performance Levels

=1.MM

Students are able to:

1. *a) specify an important decision to be made

*b) show and/or explain how they follow each

step in the decision-making process

'identification of the problem or goal

'information gathering

'determination of values of opinions

'generating and reviewing alternatives

'reviewing possible consequences

'choosing one alternative over the

others (making the decision).

2, in their evaluation of their ability to generate

alternatives, gather information, and assess

consequences, include their judgments regarding:

'the effectiveness of their ability in these

three areas

'their self-satisfaction with their ability in

these three areas

'the way they use these three areas to work

together to reach the best decision

possible.

3, a) dciscribe how they used to make decisions

ten years ago

b) analyze how they have changed and improved

in their decision-making skills based on

the decision-making steps of the process

c) determine if there are any areas in the

decision-making process that need improve-

ment and discuss how they plan to improve

that area.

22 I



ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Ro/e(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

2"

Students will

evaluate their

ability to

set goals and

their use of

the planning

process in

helping to

achieve those

goals.

Students are able to:

1. discuss their ability to

set goals

2. describe their use of

planning process in helping

to achieve their goals.

3. evaluate their strengths and

weaknesses in goal-setting

and planning.

Students are able to:

1. a) discuss their ability to set immediate

goals (i.e., their ability to know their

desires, their ability to pinpoint a

specific goal, their ability to desire a

goal enough to strive for it, etc.)

b) discuss their ability to set long-range

goals (i.e., ability to foresee themselves

in the future, ability to plan their lives,

ability to know their desires, ability to

dedicate themselves to reaching a long-

rnie goal, etc.).

2. a) describe one immediate goal and one long-

range goal they have set for themselves

b) describe those elements involved in the

planning process:

'planning the tine allotted for prepara-

tion and reaching the goal

'planning use of materials, energy,

money, effort, etc. in reaching the

goal

'planning the steps involved in reaching

the goal

'planning and anticipating the expected

results in reaching the goal

c) using the examples from #2a, describe how

they used planning in reaching their

immediate and long-range goals.

3. a) evaluate their strengths and weaknesses

in goal-setting and planning based on the

points discussed in ala, Olb, and #2b

b) discuss how they might strengthen those

areas they have determined to be weak.
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Competency

ELEVENTH GRADE

Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

V
(continued)

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate their ability to usually set

realistic goals and use the planning process to

help achieve those goals, show a willingness

and attempt to strengthen those weak areas in

their goal-setting and planning processes, etc.

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

assess their

present ability

to analyze,

accomplish

and evaluate

tasks.

26

Students are able to:

1. discuss ways to analyze,

accomplish, and evaluate

tasks.

2. discuss how they presently

analyze, accomplish, and

evaluate tasks,

Students are able to:

1. discuss and give examples of the nine basic

steps of analyzing, accomplishing, and

evaluating tasks:

'determination of task purpose

.break task into smaller task-parts

.determining who needs to accomplish the task

parts (i.e., individually or with help

from others)

deciding the sequence of the task-parts

.planning task accomplishment
(i.e., who is to

help them, when to work on the task,

where to work on the task, what materials

will be needed, etc.)

'carrying out the task-parts

'evaluating progress (i.e., pretest/progress

tests, feedback from others, degree of

self-satisfaction, etc.)

' making necessary corrections

' evaluating task achievement (i.e., post-test,

reactions from others, degree of self-

satisfaction and pride, accomplishment of

task purpose, etc.).

2, a) discuss how they presently analyze,

accomplish, and evaluate tasks

b) compare their present ability to those

steps listed in #1.
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ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

NNW

(continued) 3. explain how they would like

to improve and expand their

ability to analyze, accom-

plish, and evaluate tasks.

3. a) identify those areas they would like to

improve or expand

b) explain one way they will strive to improve

or expand their weak areas (i.e., additional

practice, writing down their analysis and

plans, obtaining additional feedback from

others, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., analyze,

accomplish, and evaluate many of their tasks;

exhibit a willingness and attempt to improve

their weak areas in task analysis, accomplish-

ment, or evaluation, etc.).

Content: VIII

Problem-

Solving

Role(s);

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

analyze how

their communi-

cations skills

encourage

problem -

solving.

3

Students are able to:

1. analyze how their communi-

cations skills encourage

others to solve problems.

2. analyze how their communi-

cations skills encourage

themselves in problem-

solving situations.

Students are able to:

1. analyze three ways their communications skills

encourage others to solve problems (i.e.,

reflective listening and responses encourage

pinpointing of the problem; timing encourages

the prson to search for own solutions,

listening for content helps the person to

stick to the subject, etc.).

2. analyze two ways their communications skills

encourage themselves in problem-solving (i.e.,

attentiveness, timing and listening to remember

allow for learning of possible solutions,

listening for content and reflective listening

allow them to know if they have gone to the

right source for help, etc.).

* demonstrate observa!!e behaviors (i.e., use

reflective listening, I-messages, and other

effective communications skills in helping others

and themselves in problem-solving situations,

etc.).

2:9a:J



ELEVENTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VIII

Problem-

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate the

need for flexi-

bility in their

roles and

choices.

250

Students are able to:

1, explain how and why roles and

choices change and broaden as

they get older.

2. evaluate the need for flexi-

bility.in their roles and

in their choices.

3, analyze their ability to be

flexible in their roles

and in their choices.

Students are able to:

1, include in their explanation examples of how:

'need change

'variety and number of alternative increase

'interests change.

2, include in their evaluation examples of:

the need for flexibility when needs are not

being met

the need for flexibility when interests

change

the need for flexibility when original

choices or plans do not succeed.

3. include in their analysis:

a judgment concerning their ability to be

flexible

two example situations which support their

judgment

an example of how they might become better

balanced in their roles and choices.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strate flexibility in their roles and choices,

exhibit a willingness and attempt to change

those areas where they need to become better

balanced in roles and choices, etc.).
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Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self

Under-

standing

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

analyze their

own personal

skills that have

contributed to

satisfactory

physical and

mental health.

Students are able to:

1. demonstrate satisfactory

physical and mental

health.

2. analyze their personal skills

that contributed to satis-

factory physical and mental

health.

3. discuss how they know when

their physical and/or mental

health needs improvement and

describe methods that contri-

bute toward improvement.

Students are able to:

1. 'demonstrate satisfactory physical and mental

health (as it appears to the student and

tea..hers); most of the time demonstrates

cleanliness, approprLite dress for the weather,

lack of frequent illness due to neglect,

IreveL.ive health care, relaxation techniques,

feelings of self-worth, care for others, etc.

2. bane their aLalysis, upon five skills they feel

have contributed most to their physical and

mental health (i.e., methods of health care,

relaxation, and feelings of self worth

discussed in Kindergarten through 11th Grade).

3. a) discuss the warning signs when improvement

in physical or mental health is needed

(i.e., pain, lethargy, abnormal reactions,

additional tension and nervousness,

unexpected anger or worry, etc.)

b) describe three methods that contribute

toward improvement (i.e., seeing a doctor,

prescribed drugs, changes in incorrect

habits, re-evaluations of stressful

situations and examination of relaxation

and response methods, new types of leisure

activities, etc.) .



Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: I

Self Under-

standing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

appreciate their

uniqueness and

encourage that

uniqueness.

Students are able to:

1, describe their uniqueness

and why they appreciate

that uniqueness.

2. describe methods they presently

use and might use in the future

to encourage their uniqueness.

3, describe ways people compensate

when they cannot accept their

uniqueness.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe two ways they are unique

b) describe their appreciation of that

uniqueness in respect to benefits for

self and others, and the effect upon

the feelings of self and others.

2, a)

b)

describe three methods presently used to

encourage uniqueness (i.e., time and

effort in learning, practicing, evaluating

responses, etc.)

predict two methods they might use in the

future (i.e., time and effort in further

evaluation of responses, etc.).

3, describe two ways people compensate when they

cannot accept their uniqueness (i.e., denial,

withdrawal, tension resulting in physical

problems, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

acceptance of their uniqueness, attempts at

further developing their talents, etc.).

Content:

Self Under-

standing

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Students will

mess how

taking respon-

sibility

enhances their

lives.

Students are able to:

1. provide example, of ways

they presently take

responsibility.

explain how taking respon-

sibility enhances their

lives.

Students are able to:

1. provide four examples of ways they presently

take responsibility.

2. include three examples in their explanation of

the benefits of responsibility (i.e., growth

in feelings of self worth, physical health,

intellectual ability, etc.).



Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Coal: C

Obj: 3

(continued) 3. predict how taking on

addit tonal responsibilities

in the future may enhance

their lives.

3. predict three future responsibilities to focus

upon in their discussion of the benefits of

future responsibilities.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., demon-

strates appropriate responsibtlity-taking at

school, indicates on request or exhibits

recognition responses of how their own taking of

responsibility will enhance their lives, etc.),

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate their

current commu-

nications skills

and will, contin-

ually improve

those skills,

2.01

Students are able to:

1. evaluate their current

communications skills.

2. determine those areas in

communications skills needing

improvement,

3, plan methods of improvement

for either strengthening weak

communication, skills or

adding skills that they are

lacking.

Students are able to:

1. base their evaluation upon the following five

major areas:

'listening skills

'speaking skills

'feelings, communications, reflective

listening and I-messages

'nonverbal communications

'group communication

2, specify at least one area evaluated in #1 where

improvement is needed,

3. *a) plan a method of improvement to either

strengthen a weak communications skill or

to add one that is lacking

*b) carry out the plan devised for improvement;

report on their progress,

2*)3



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: B

,Obj: 3

Students will

predict the

type of

families they

might have in

the future and

how they might

develop skills

to relate

effectively

within those

settings.

Students are able to:

1, determine what type of

family they would like to

have in the future.

2, compare their "future family"

to the family they grew up

with.

3. analyze how they might develop

skills that will aid them in

relating effectively within

those relationships of their

future family.

Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1, describe the type of family they would like to

have in the future (i.e., married or not,

married couple only, number of children, etc.).

2, compare the example from 01 with the family

they grew up with and indicate possible reasons

for any differences that occur.

3. a) review the skills that encourage effective

relationships within families:

'treat each other as equal in worth

and dignity

'show respect toward each other

'listen to each other

'communicate with each other

'cooperate with each other

'constructively solve problems instead of

allowing anger to remain

'show care and love in spite of mistakes

(i,e,, "I love you, not what you are

doing .")

trust each other

'show loyalty toward each other

'share time with each other



Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators
Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 3

(continued) 3. (continued)
b) include in their analysis three of the

following examples of ways they have and

can develop the skills described in

'practice skills in their present family

situation

'continue to read and learn about the

importance and techniques of such

skills

when appropriate, practice skills in

friendship relationships

'begin using skills from the very onset of

their "future family" relationships.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

within the classroom similar beliefs and skills

that would be applicable in effective family

relationships, demonstrate recrInition responses

or indicates upon request an understanding of

effective family relationships, etc.).

Students will

explain the

value of

maintaining

effective

friendships

throughout

life in today's

interdependent

society.

I 21A

Students are able to:

1, evaluate the gains and

contributions that result

from having effective

friendships.

2, predict the gains and contri-

butions that may result from

Students are able to:

1. a) evaluate at least three gains from effective

friendships (i.e., feelings of worth,

companionship, encouragement of growth and

development, help in fulfilling needs and

s, etc.)

b) e lat.: at ,east three contributions

Lod effective friendships (i.e., showing

lesp and care, giving encouragement for

grog h and development, helping to fulfill

volir or desirer, sharing time in a variety

of wts, etc.).

2, a) pc, a two ways friendships may change

Jr on in life (i.e,, friendihips with



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2. (continued)

continuing to male anl keep

effective friendships later

on in life.

3. explain the value of

continuing effective

friendships in today's

interdependent society.

community workers, friendships with fellow

workers, friendships with neighbors, etc.)

b) predict two gains and two contributions

that future effective friendships will

provide and demand (i.e., gains and contri-

butions will become more intense, the number

of relationships will become even more

varied, as needs and desires grow or change,

so will friendships, etc.).

3. a) explain the meaning of interdependence (i.e.

depending on one another to fulfill needs

and desires)

b) describe three examples of how today's

society is interdependent (i.e., for food

we depend on farmers, marketers, truckers,

salespersons, etc.)

c) explain two reasons why continuing effective

friendships would be beneficial in today's

interdependent society (i.e., needs could be

fulfilled on a more personal level, more

confidence in depending on friends, expanded

areas or "market" for own contributions,

emotional support in a complex society, etc.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

the ability to make and keep friends, demon-

strate recognition responses or indicate upon

request the value of continuing effective

friendships in today's complex society, etc.).



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Perfcrilance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: D

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate their

behaviors

toward others

and decide

which are

effective in

interpersonal

relationships

and which

need improve-

ment.

2"5h.,

Students are able to:

1. describe those behaviors

which encourage and are

effective in interpersonal

relationships.

2, evaluate their behavior

toward others as effective

or ineffective in inter-

personal relationships.

a

Students are ab)e to:

1. describe six of the ten following behaviors

that encourage and are effective in inter-

personal relationships..

'treat each other as equal in worth and

dignity

show respect toward each other

'listen to each other

'communicate with each other

'cooperate with each other

'constructively solve problems instead of

demonstrating anger or allowing anger to

remain

'show care and love in spite of mistakes

'trust each other

'show loyalty toward each other

'share time with each other.

2, a) compare their behavior in interpersonal

relationships to those ten behaviors

listed in #1

b) evaluate their behaviors according to the

following points:

'does their behaviors encourage inter-

personal relationships

'is their behavior effective in helping

others feel good about themselves

and the relationship

'is their behavior effective in allowing

themselves to benefit from the

relationship

°S (2(

/I



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. describe those behaviors which

need changing or strengthening

and discuss their plans for

improvement.

3. a)

b)

c)

.1101.M.=01

specify one behavior that needs changing

or strengthening

describe what new or more effective

behavior they would like to incorporate

in their relationships

discuss how they plan to improve the

behavior identified in #3a.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., encourag

interpersonal relationships, encourage positive

feelings in their relationships, benefit them-

selves from their relationships, etc.).

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

L,7

Students will

evaluate the

effectiveness

of their own

methods of

expression in

their daily

lives.

Students are able to:

1. evaluate the effectiveness of

their methods of expression

in their family relationships.

Students are able to:

1. include the following in their evaluation:

'three examples of how they express their

opinions or beliefs in their family

relationships (i.e., verbally, non-

verbally, written form)

'indicate whether or not their methods of

expression allow for others to express

themselves (i.e., open-ended statements

showing respect to others, appropriate

non-verbal expression, etc.)

'indicate whether or not they are able to

effectively convey their feelings and

ideas (i.e., as indicated by other

reactions and their own self-satisfaction

'indicate how they could improve their

expression skills in their family

relationships.



(7)
co

Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) . evaluate the effactiveness

of their methods of expres-

sion in their peer relation-

ships.

3. evaluate the effectiveness

of their methods of

expression as learners,

4. evaluate the effectiveness of

their methods of expression

as citizens.

2. include the following in their evaluation:

'three examples of how they express their

opinions and beliefs in their peer

relats.onships (i.e., verbally, non-

verbally, written form)

'indicate whether or not their methods of

expression allow for others to express

themselves (i.e., open-ended statements,

showing respect to others, appropriate

non-verbal expression, etc.)

'indicate whether or not they d' able to

effectively convey their o, 1 ylingf and

ideas (i.e., as indicated h9 rs'

reactions and their own self- Lsfaction)

'indicate how they could improve Their

expression skills in their peer relation-

ships.

3. include the following in their evaluation:

two examples of how they express their

opinions or beliefs in classroom

situations

'indicate if their methods of expression

allow for others to feel respected and

to express themselves

'whether or not they are able to effectively

convey their feelings and ideas (i.e.,

as indicated by others' reactions and

their own self-satisfaction)

'indicate how they could improve their

expression skills in their role as

learners.

4. include the following in their evaluation:

'one example of how they express their

opinions or beliefs as citizens 2'1',4i
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0
NELFTR GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators

Content: III

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s);

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate the

effectiveness

of their

assertive

behavior.

Suggested Performance Levels

*Students are able to:

1. describe situations where

they have used assertive

behavior and dtscribe the

type of assertive behavior

they used.

2, evaluate the effectiveness

of their assertive behavior.

I

Students are able to:

1, a) describe two situations where they have

used assertive behavior

b) describe the style of assertive behavior

they used in the situations described in

#1 (i.e., emphatic assertion, confrontive

assertion, language assertion, excalating

assertion)

c) describe the nonverbal expressions they

used in the situations described in #1

(i.e., gestures, facial expressions,

posture, eye contact, etc.).

d) describe any relaxation techniques or

preparation they used in the situations

described in #1 (i.e., deep breathing,

tension/relaxation, guided imagery, self-

talk, etc.)

2. a) using the situations described in #1 as

exaLples, include the following in their

evaluation:

.whether o, not the consequences were

acceptable to them

'the effects of the assertive behavior on

themselves

the effects of the assertive behavior

on others

'whether or not their needs or desires

were met and self-respect increased

by their behavior

'whether or not others' safety, self-

respect or dignity were interfered

with

A





)
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Competency

Content: IV

Gathering &

Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: C

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate their

stereotypes

and explain

those they

have changed.

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

Students are able to:

1. provide examples of their past

and present stereotypes.

2, evaluate why these stereo-

types did or do exist.

3, explain those stereotypes they

have changed.

Suggested Performance Levels

Students are able to:

1, provide two examples of past or present

stereotypes.

2, include in their evaluation:

the influence of experiences

'parental influence

'peer influence

'the influence of society

'any other influences that were important

to them.

3, a) explain which stereotypes they have changed

b) describe why that change came about.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

demonstrate recognition responses of their

present and past stereotypes, seek additional

accurate information or experiences to support

or change their point of view, be willing to

change inaccurate stereotypes, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

Obj: 3

A

Students will

examine their

own taking of

responsibility

within the

family and its

effects on self

and others.

281

Students are able to:

1, describe how they take

responsibility within their

family and how it affects

themselves and others.

Students are able to:

1, a) describe ways they take responsibility

within their family (i.e., showing respect,

treating family members as equal in worth

and dignity, performing chores that

contribute toward family life, etc.)

b) describe how their taking of responsibility

within their family affects them

c) describe how their taking of responsibility

within their family affects other family

members.

2'9



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) . examine those times when

they avoid taking responsi-

bility and how it affects

themselves and others,

rlan ways to improve weak

areas in their taking of

responsibility within their

family.

indicate how their present

pattern of responsibility-

taking may affect their

future family.

a)

b)

c)

d)

2, examine those tines when they avoid taking

responsibility within their family

determine why they tend to avoid taking

those responsibilities

describe how their avoiding responsibility

affects them

describe how their avoiding responsibility

affects other family members.

3. determine those areas of taking responsi-

bility they are weak in

indicate how they plan to improve those

weak areas of taking responsibility

within their family.

4, indicate one way their present pattern of

responsibility-taking may affect their future

family.

a)

b)

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

an interest in learning about the family,

demonstrate recognition of their family

responsibility-taking pattern, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Learner

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Studcuts will

evaluate how

they continue

to be learners

and.how they

utilize the

knowledge of

their rights

and respon-

sibilities as

learners.

Students are able to:

1. discuss ways they will

continue to be learners

after they leave high

school.

Students are able to:

1. discuss two ways they will continue to be

learners after they leave high school (i.e.,

college, technical school, learning on the

job, learning leisure activities, learning

how to function in their life roles, etc.).



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, discuss how they can use

knowledge of their learner

rights and responsibilities

in the future.

3. discuss how they can

continually improve or

refine their use of learner

rights and their meeting of

learner responsibilities.

2. discuss two ways they can use knowledge of

their learner rights and responsibilities in the

future (i.e., they will know to ask and whom to

ask if they need help in learning, they will

have the proper study skills, they will

understand the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards

of learning, etc.).

3. discuss two ways they can continually improve or

refine their use of learner rights and their

meeting of learner responsibilities (i.e., open-

ness to learning in all areas, keeping well

informed, continual practice of the skills they

have developed, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit a

willingness to learn in different area of their

lives, demonstrate recognition responses or

indicate upon request what their learner rights

and responsibilities are and how these will

apply in the future, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Citizen

Goal: C

Obj: 3

Students will

evaluate their

responsibility

as citizens of

their towns,

state, mid

country.

25

Students are able to:

1. describe ways they presently

take responsibility as

citizens of their towns,

state, and country.

a

Students are able to:

describe three ways they presently take

responsibility as citizens of their towns,

state, and country (i.e., vote, pay taxes,

observe traffic laws, respect property, etc.)

evaluate their present taking or responsi-

bility as citizens according to the

following points:

'when do they avoid taking responsibility

'why do they avoid taking responsibility

'what responsibility-taking measures will

they improve.

2('G



r TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2, describe ways they will take

responsibility as citizens.

3. explain how they can contin-

ually improve themselves to

be more responsible citizens,

2, describe two ways they will take responsibility

in the future (i.e., vote when 18 years old,

become involved in city functions) pay property

taxes, etc.).

3. include in their explanation two examples of

how they can continually improve themselves to

be more responsible citizens (i.e., stay

informed on public issues; understand what the

candidates believe in; be contributing members

of their communities, state, and country; etc.)

demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., vote whi

of age, show a willingness to become involved t

community activities, exhibit a willingness to

obey laws, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Consumer

Goal: D

Obj: 3

Students will

analyze how

they, as

consumers,

help to

. support our

economic

system.

o .)

Students are able to:

1. describe our economic

sy. tem.

2, analyze how consumers help

to support our economic

system.

Students are able to:

1. describe our economic system in respect to:

'mixed capitalism (on a continuum between

government-controlled economics and

laizze-faire economics)

the law of supply and demand

the effects of the monetary system

'the effects of our legal system

2. a) include in their analysis such aspects of

consumerism as the use of money, demands

for quality merchandise and services, and

the intensity of need

b) include in their analysis examples of how

they help to support the economic system

(i.e., their use of money, their demands

for quality merchandise or services, the

influence of their need, and their exercise

of consumer rights and responsibilities,

etc.).



Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) * demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e.,

indicate an appreciation for the far-reaching

effects of the economic system, demonstrate a

willingneE, to use consumer rights and meet

consumer responsibilities, etc.).

Content: V

Rights &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Producer

Goal: E

Obj: 3

Students will

speculate what

their rights

and responsi-

bilities might

be as producers

in the future.

2kVu

Students are able to:

1, indicate how they fulfill

their producer roles

presently.

2. indicate what producer roles

they would like to have in

the future,

3. predict their rights in

those producer roles.

4. predict their responsi-

bilities in those producer

roles.

Students are able to:

1. a) indicate how they are presently producers

b) describe how they enjoy producer rights and

meet producer responsibilities.

2. describe two producer roles they would like to

have in the future world of work--one as an

employer and one as an employee.

3. a) predict two of their rights as an employer

(i.e., rights of: reward--intrinsic and

extrinsic, cooperation from employees,

compliance of buyers with their contracts,

etc.)

b) predict two of their rights as an employee

(i.e., rights of: respect, reward- -

intrinsic and extrinsic, cooperation from

employers, compliance with their contract,

etc.).

4. a) predict three of their responsibilities as

an employer (i.e., responsibility to: comply

with employees contracts; cooperate with

buyers and employees; pay taxes, provide

adequate materials, work environment, and

services for employees; etc.)

290



Competency

(continued)

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

4. (continued)

Suggested Performance Levels

4, b) predict three of their responsibilities as

an employee (i.e., responsibility to:

cooperate with fellow workers, supply their

best effort toward successful task accom-

plishment, understand how to accomplish the

task, pay taxes, comply with their part of

the contract, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., meet

their present producer responsibilities and

appreciate present producer rights, demonstrate

recognition responses or indicate upon request

how producer rights and responsibilities might

affect them in the future, etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

Students will

summarize the

importance of

understanding

their attitudes

and values and

how those

attitudes and

values affect

their lives.

2J.1

Students are able to:

1. analyze why it is important

to understand and evaluate

their attitudes and values.

2. analyze the benefits of

understanding how attitudes

and values affect their

lives.

Students are able to:

1. include in their analysis a discussion of:

the influence attitudes and values have upon

their decisions and actions

the influence attitudes and values have on

others' lives

that attitudes and values may change as

they learn and mature.

2, include two or more examples of benefits in

their analysis (i.e., inner peace regarding why

they decide the way they do, more rational

decisions and actions because of forethought

regarding what is important to them, more

directed lives as the result of planned

decisions instead of random ones, etc.).



Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. explain how their attitudes

and values will affect their

future lives.

3. explain two ways their attitudes and values

will effect their future lives (i.e., in job

choice, choice of a life-partner, family

planning, aging adjustment, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a "value pattern" that is their own rather than

continually changing values to fit into someone

else's expectations, demonstrate decisions and

actions that are consistent with their professed

values, show an ability to reevaluate their

values as they learn and mature, etc.).

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

analyze how the

decision-making

process can be

used effectively

by themselves

and others.

23

Students are able to:

1. describe the decision-making

process that others appear

to use.

2, describe feelings and out-

comes that indicate whether

or not the decision-making

process is effective.

Students are able to:

1. a) review the decision-making process:

'identification of the decision to be

made

information gathering

'determination of values and opinions

.generating and reviewing alternatives

reviewing possible consequences and risks

'choosing an alternative (making the

decision)

choose two persons of different ages and

describe the decision-making process they

appear to use

indicate whether the processes described in

illb appear to be effective or not.

2, describe four of the following example feelings

and outcomes that indicate whether or not the

decision-making process is effective:

'satisfaction with the consequences of the

decision

b)

c)



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 2. (continued)

3, analyze whether or not their

decision-making process is

effective for them and

indicate how it could be made

more effective,

3, a)

b)

'feelings of self-esteem and confidence

'feelings of decision ownership and control

their lives

'consequences of the decision occur as

expected the majority of the time

'feelings of conviction concerning their

decision.

include the following points in their

analysis:

'description of the basic steps of their

personal decision-making process

'evaluation of their decision-making

process as effective or ineffective

(see #2 for examples of feelings and

outcomes that indicate effectiveness)

'indication of which steps (if any) in

their decision-making process they

would like to change and how they

plan to make those changes

explain two ways an effective decision-

making process can affect their future

roles (i.e., personal health, family

life and style, job choice, etc.).

A demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

a willingness to systematically make decisions,

show a willingness and attempt to improve the

weak areas in their decision-making process,

etc.),
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Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VI

Valuing &

Decision-

Making

Role(:):

Individual,

Learner)

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer,

Goal: C

Obj: 3

Students will

implement the

decision-making

process when

making decisions

in their various

life roles,

21,i 7

Students are able to:

1, explain the decision-

making process.

2, describe the types of

decisions they have to make

in their various life roles.

3, evaluate how well they

use the decision-making

process when making a

decision.

4, analyze how they may

improve their decision -

making processes,

Students are able to:

1, explain the different ways that they:

'identify the problem or goal

'gather information

'determine values and opinions

'generate and review alternatives

'review possible consequences

'assess risks

'choose an alternative (make the decision)

2. describe one type of decision for each of their

life roles (i.e., 'health decision, family

decision, decision concerning education,

community decisions, decisions when buying

goods, decisions on the job etc,).

3, evaluate their ability to use the decision-

making process as to:

'effectiveness of their decisions

'following the six steps of the process

consistently

'self-satisfaction concerning their decisions,

4, include in their analysis:

'which of the six steps in the eidsion-

making process they are weak in

'what they presently are doing that is

ineffective

'what they should do in order to strengthen

their weak area(s),



Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) * demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibits

the ability to generally use an effective

decision-making process, demonstrates a willing-

ness and attempt to improve any weak areas in

their decisicn- making process, etc.).

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer

Producer

,

Goal: A

OW: 3

Students will

assess their

ability to

achieve past

goals and

integrate this

knowledge for

future.

Students are able to:

1. evaluate their ability in

achieving past goals.

2. assess the factors that have

helped and/or hindered their

achievement of goals.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe two past goals

b) describe their criteria for goal-

achievement for both goals

c) evaluate whether or not they satisfied

the criteria for goal achievement for

both goals.

2. include in their assessment examples of such

factors as:

'accurate/inaccurate assessment of

capabilities

'accurate/inaccurate assessment of interests

or priority

'availability/nonavailability of time to

pursue the goals

.use/no use of means of evaluation of progrel

in reaching the goals

'encouragement/discouragement from others

'confident attitude in working toward the

goals/attitude or failure from the

beginning (i.e., "mind-set")

'satisfactory circumstances or event/

unexpected detrimental circumstances or

events.
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Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) 3. create a plan for more

successful goal achievement

in the future.

3. *create and carry out theirownindividual

plan for goal achievement (i.e., state the

goal; assess their capabilities, interests,

and priorities or values; assess the

availability of their time; decide on the

types of evaluation they will use to Measure

goal progress; gather information and learn

about all aspects of their goal; work toward

their goal with an attitude of success and

confidence).

Content: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

predict how

task analysis

and evaluation

may apply to

their achieve-

ment of future

goals,

Students are able to:

1. describe some future goals

they would like to achieve,

2, predict how task analysis

can apply to their achieve-

ment of future goals.

Students are able to:

1. describe one future goal they would like to

achieve (i.e., go to college, get a particular

job, buy a car, etc.).

2. a) provide examples of how task analysis and

planning can apply to achievement of the

goal identified in #1 (Le., task purpose;

task-parts; necessary help from others;

sequence of task-parts; planning when,

where, wlo, and what materiasl; etc.)

b) discuss how task analysis and planning can

assist them in successfuly reaching their

future goal (i.e., efficient use of time,

less chance of getting "off track", sound

base of information to act upon, etc.).
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Competency

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: VIII

Problem-

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 3

3I

Students will

use appro-

priate resources

to help them-

selves and

others.

Students are able to:

1. evaluate their ability to

help themselves and others

and acknowledge their

limitations.

2. assess the resources

available to them and

others to help with

problems.

Students are able to:

1. a) evaluate their ability to help themselves

and others based on the following:

'their communications skills

'their ability to care and empathize

'the effectiveness of their past imple-

mentation of the problem-solving

process

b) specify their limitations in helping solve

their and others' problems (i.e., lack

necessary knowledge, lack of necessary

physical strength, lack of empathy or

understanding, lack of adequate perspec-

tive, etc.).

2. a) provide six examples of the types of

resources available to them and others to

help with problems (i.e., parents,

advisors, teachers; informative sources

such as encyclopedias, dictionaries,

telephone book, libraries...; counselors

such as financial counselors, rehabili-

tation counselors, family counselors,

school counselors.; doctors and nurses;

religious leaders such as ministers,

priests, rabbis...; etc.),

b) describe the types of problems the

resources identified in #2a specialize in

helping (i,e., doctors/serious or

potentially serious physical problems;

libraries/problems dealing with lack of

information; etc.),



TWELFTH GRADE

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

(continued) describe situations when

they have used or could

use an outside resource

to help others.

3. a) describe a situation where they wanted to

help another person but did not have the

necessary qualifications or ability to help.

(The situation should be described in

generalities and specific persons should

not be identified.)

b) describe the outside resource they

encouraged the person to use--or could have

encouraged to use--in helping solve

the problem.

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a caring attitude for other people, use communi-

cations skills to help others and themselves in

problem-solving situations, acknowledge their

limitations in helping themselves and others and

refer themselves or others to the appropriate

helping resource, etc.).

Content: VIII

Problem-

Solving

Role (s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 3

Students will

analyze how

concerns

change as

situations and

roles change.

Students are able tot

1, describe some of their

past concerns and their

present concerns, and

predict a variety of

other future concerns.

Students are able to:

.111...

1. a) describe two past concerns (i.e., how to

ride a bicycle, how to get on a baseball

team, if they can get a driver's license,

etc.)

b) describe two present concerns (i.e., will

they graduate, where will they go to

college, where will they get a job, etc.)

c) predict four of their possible future

concerns (i.e., who will they marry, where

will the money for bills come from if they

are hurt or killed, will they have children,

will they have to live in a nursing home

when they are older, etc.).
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Competency

NOV

TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Indicators

(continued) 2. explain the changes that

may take place in their

roles and in situations

as they get older.

Suggested Performance Levels

, include in their explanation examples dealing NI

'changes in roles due to changes in interests,

skills and needs (i.e., interests in a

different job, desire for a mate, desire

to have children, etc,)

'changes in situations that they have control

over (i.e., buying a home, choosing to

live at home or live with a relative or

friend, choosing to work or live off a

retirement income, etc.)

'changes in situations that they have no

control over (i.e., illness, accidents,

financial loss, etc.).

3. analyze how concerns change

as situations and roles

change.

3. include in their analysis examples of how:

'situations and roles can change unexpectedly-

(i,e., illness causing great financial

stress, accident causing a handicap,

unexpected pregnancy, death of a spouse,

etc.)

'situations and roles can dlange with plannini

marriage, pregnancy, change in jobs,

etc.).

concerns that may neconTany those clinging

situations an.1 roles (i.e., responsibility

for suppLting a family, caring for and

raising children, learning new job

expectations, etc.).

* demonstrate observable behaviors (i.e., exhibit

a flexible--rather than rigid--attitude toward

changes in their lives, demonstrate recognition

responses or indicate upon request how concerns

will change as situations and roles inevitably

change, etc.).



SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE PROGRESS REPORTS

Seventh Grade - Twelfth Grade
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Grade 7
: the child has accomplished this step

KEY: W : the child is still working on this step
0: this step does not apply at this time

Content
Areas YOU CAN:

QUARTERS
1 2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Distinguish between things helpful & harmful to physical health

Analyze how characteristics & abilities can be expanded

Evaluate the relationship between mass media & self-control

Interper-
sonal

Relations

Explain how communications skills contribute toward group work

Analyze effective family relationships, their importance &
necessary beliefs and skills

Evaluate how actions help or hinder group cooperation/achievement

Evaluate peer/adult interrction in relation to goals of behavior

Expressing
Ideas

Demonstrate skills in written expression of opinions & beliefs

Describe emotional blocks to assertive behavior

Gathering &
Processing
Information

Evaluate your feelings in a variety of settings

Relate learning at school to your leisure activities

Analyze the effects information can have on stereotypes

Rights &
Responsi-
bilities

Describe importance & benefits of understanding family rights &
responsibilities

Analyze school as a learning environment and its effects on you

Describe legal rights and responsibilities as a citizen of your
town & state

Analyze your family's spending patterns

Describe general rights & responsibilities of producers

Valuing &
Decision
Making

Compare & contrast others' values

Describe importance of examining your values & opinions when
making decisions

Describe personal decisions based on your values & opinions

Achievement
Motivation

Describe how others use planning, trial-and-error, & goal-setting

Describe methods & effects of evaluating achievement

Problem
Solving

Explore the problem-solving process & how listening & talking help

Prodict ways some careers may be different in the future
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Grade 8

KEY:
:

W :
0:

the child has accomplished this step
the child is still working on this step
this step does not apply at this time

Content
Areas .YOU CAN .

QUARTERS
1 2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Distinguish between things helpful & harmful to mental health

Analyze how characteristics, abilities & interests relate to jobs

Analyze how determining problem ownership helps in better
management of self and environment

Interper-
sonal
Relations

Analyze effective Public speaking methods & skills

Describe a family meeting; explain how it contributes toward
effective family relations

-

Evaluate importance of friendships with peers & adults

Describe when your behavior affects others' behavior toward you

Expressing
Ideas

Examine your methods of expressing opinions & beliefs

Describe non-assertive & aggressive behaviors & the problems
they cause

Gathering &
Processing
Information

Predict your feelings in a variety of potential settings

Relate learning at school to your citizen & consumer activities

Describe jobs & their stereotypes; analyze how they are reinforced

Rights &
Responsi-
bilities

Compare & contrast the responsibilities of all family members

Describe personal learning & study skills as ways of meeting
learner responsibilities

Determine abilities which comprise an effective consumer

Describe your legal rights,& responsibilities as a U.S. citizen

Analyze how producers cooperate to accomplish difficult tasks
.

Valuing &
Decision
Making

Analyze effects of people having different beliefs & values

Analyze the importance of generating alternatives & assessing
consequences for decision-making

Analyze how past decisions influence your present decisions

Achievement
Motivation

Contrast goals you desire with goals you expect to complete

Examine the process & sequence of task accomplishment

Problem
Solving

Evaluate your limitations in helping self and others

Predict how you may change to fit into a future career

16.1
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Oradea
: you have accomplished this step

KEY: W : you are still working on this step
[:]: this step does not apply at this time

Content
Areas YOU CAN ..

QUARTERS
1 2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Indicate the effects leisure activities have on your total health

Define your unique values, interests & capabilities

Evaluate how responsibility helps you manage your life

Interper-
sonal

Relations

Communicate appreciation when others successfully complete a
difficult task

Describe how the family constellations concept applies to you

Evaluate the importance and effects of group friendships

Describe how you can act to provoke desired behavior in others

Expressing
Ideas

Analyze when written expressions of opinions & beliefs are
effective in influencing others

Analyze the four types of assertiveness styles

Gathering &
Processing
Information

Analyze how life roles, settings, & events determine preferred
life-styles

Relate learning & study skills to your work activities

Analyze stereotypes existing for you & how they limit your choices

Rights &
Responsi-
bilities

Compare & contrast the rights of all family members

Analyze how academic & study skills form systems for learning

Evaluate purposes of taxes & how they support government

Compare & contrast consumer habits in other countries

Describe your responsibility-taking & enjoyment of producer rights

Valuing &
Decision
Making

Describe & prioritize your values

Distinguish between alternatives involving varying degrees of risk

Analyze the consequences of decisions that others make

Achievement
Motivation

Evaluate importance of setting & striving toward realistic goals

Analyze a specific task you wish to accomplish

Problem
Solving

Use communications skills to help others

Analyze how your values, interests, & capabilities change
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Grade ZO
you have accomplished this step

KEY: W : you are still working on this step
0: this step does not apply at this time

Content
Areas YOU CAN:.

QUARTERS
1 2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Specify symptoms & warning signs of too much stress

Analyze how characteristics & abilities develop

Show how you manage your environment

Interper-
sonal

Relations

Communicate your understanding of what another person has said

.

Describe families different from yours; predict how you might
feel in similar circumstances

Analyze differences & similarities between cooperation &
competition

Explore how environment shapes/controls behavior; examine your
responses to persons shaping behavior

Expressing
Ideas

Analyze use of expression skills in various settings

Assess the needs you have in asserting yourself

Gathering &
Processing
Information

Compare how life styles differ as to life roles, settings & events

Predict your use of knowledge from school in future experiences

Analyze stereotypes held by others & how they can limit choices

Rights &
Responsi-
bilities

Describe the interrelationship between family rights &
responsibilities

Evaluate your learning skills; explain how they can be improved

Describe your rights & responsibilities as world citizens

Describe legal rights & responsibilities of consumers

Describe the legal rights & responsibilities of producers

Valuing &
Decision
Making

Predict how your values will influence your life style

Analyze the decision-making process used by others

Identify decisions you have made; analyze how they will affect
future decisions

Achievement
Motivation

Analyze how planning time contributes toward effective life roles

Use various methods of evaluating task progress & achievement

Problem
Solving

?redict methods you could use in caring for medical emergencies

Predict some concerns you may have as you get older
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Grade 11

KEY:
:

W :

CD:

you have accomplished this step
you are still working on this step
this step does not apply at this time

Content
Areas YOU CAN ..

QUARTERS
,

1 2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Effectively reduce stress during tension-producing situations

Specify which characteristics and abilities you appreciatg most

Assess how avoiding responsibility hinders the ability to manage
self & environment

Interper-
sonal

Relations

Explain that the way you communicate influences others' reactions

Assess current family relationships; evaluate their effectiveness
-

Evaluate effectiveness of your friendship skills

-

Analyze the consequences of unacceptable behavior

Expressing
Ideas

Understand the relationship between self-respect & respect for
others' opinions

Determine the losses, gains & risks of using assertive behavior

Gathering &
Processing
Information

Determine how life roles, settings & events influenced your
present life style

Discuss how compiling & integrating information occurs at all ages

Evaluate effects experience & information have on stereotypes

Rights &
Responsi-
bilities

Describe results of parents & children not meeting
responsibilities

Examine your responsibility-taking as a learner

Explain interactive effects of citizen rights & responsibilities

Evaluate your role as a consumer

Evaluate the importance of having laws & contracts for producers

Valuing &
Decision
Making

Analyze howvalues affect decisions & actions in your life roles

Evaluate results of not using a systematic decision-making process

Evaluate your ability to generate alternatives, gather
information, & assess consequences

Achievement
Motivation

Evaluate your ability to set, plan & achieve goals

Assess your ability to analyze, accomplish & evaluate tasks

Problem
Solving

Analyze how communications skills encourage problem-solving

Evaluate need for flexibility in your roles & choices
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Grade Z2 1:
KEY: w :

you have accomplished this step
you are still working on this step
this step does not apply at this time

Content
Areas YOU CAN ..

QUARTERS
1 2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Analyze skills contributing to satisfying physical & mental health

Appreciate your uniqueness & encourage that uniqueness

Assess how taking responsibility for feelings & behavior enhances
your life

Interper-
sonal

Relations

Evaluate & improve current communications skills

Predict your future family & skills needed to relate effectively

Recognize the value of friendships in an interdependent society

Evaluate & improve the effectiveness of your behavior toward
.others

Expressing
Ideas

Evaluate the effectiveness of your methods of expression

Evaluate the effectiveness of your assertive behavior

Gathering &
Processing
Information

Assess effects of life roles, settings & events on life styles

Evaluate methods of compiling & integrating information; explore
future methods

Evaluate your stereotypes; explain those you have changed

Rights &
Responsi-
bilities

Examine your responsibility-taking & its effects in the family

Evaluate how you.continue to be a learner & utilize knowledge of
rights & responsibilities

Evaluate your responsibility-taking as a citizen

Analyze how you as a corsumer help support the economic system

Speculate your future producer rights and responsibilities

Valuing &
Decision
Making

Summarize the importance of understanding attitudes, values &
their effects on your life

Analyze examples of effective use of the decision-making process

Implement the decision-meking process in your life roles

Achievement
Motivation

Assess for use in the future your ability to achieve past goals

Predict how task analysis & evaluation apply to goal achievement

Problem
Solving

Use appropriate resources to help self & others

Analyze how concerns change as situations & roles change
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DEVELOPMENTAL GUIDANCE PROGRESS REPORT

SCHOOL DISTRICT

GRADE TWELVE
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School

Counselor

Advisor

Principal

The guidance program assists students to develop the life skills that are necessary for
successful and satisfying daily living. Its goals include helping students grow in the areas
of self concept and relating effectively to others; assisting students to learn how to obtain
knowledge about others and the world around them; providing for students an understanding of
their rights and responsibilities in their major life roles; developing in students a con-
sciousness of personal values and the values of others; and strengthening student's abilities
in decision-making, achieving, and problem-solving.
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OVERVIEW: GRADE LEVEL COMPETENCIES

Kindergarten - Twelfth Grade
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KINDERGARTEN

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will describe ways they care for themselves.

Students will describe their appearance and their favorite
activities.

Students will describe areas where they are self-sufficient.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will recognize that they listen to and speak with a
variety of people.

Students will recognize their family relationships.

Students will describe their work and play relationships with
others.

Students will recognize various interpersonal relationships in
their lives.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will recognize different expression nor various feelings.

Students will recognize situations when they desire to have their
own way and situations when others feel they must have their way.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will describe their daily activities at home.

Students will describe those things they learn at home.

Students will mentally project adults into work activities other
than those they do presently.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will describe what makes up a family.

Students will describe what learning i3 and how they are learners.

Students will describe those rules they follow at home and school

and why those rules are necessary.

Students will describe the appropriate place of purchase for

various items.

Students will describe the work activities of family members.

3 3
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VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will describe people and activities they enjoy.

Students will describe choices they make.

Students will describe decisions they make by themselves.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will describe what job they desire to do when they "grow
up."

Students will describe tasks they can accomplish at home.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will describe situations when others do not communicate
the same way they do.

Students will describe situations that are going to happen in the
future.
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FIRST GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will describe how they care for their physical health.

Students will recognize how others differ from themselves.

Students will describe responsibilities they have in their
environment.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will describe those methods that enable th,:m to speak so
they can be understood by others.

Students will describe the roles of each family member.

Students will describe characteristics they like in a friend and be
aware of their personality characteristics that make up friendship
qualities.

Students will recognize that they affect things and others around
them.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will describe different ways they express their own
feelings.

Students will recognize that the way they feel about something may
be the same or different from how others feel.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will describe their daily activities at school.

Students will describe those things they learn at school.

Studen*s will distinguish which activities in their environment
are done by certain people.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBIL.iiES

Students will recognize that there are families around the world.

Students will recognize that learning occurs at all ages.

Students will recognize the town, state, and country in which they
reside.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will
system.

Students will
importance.

understand why people use money in our economic

describe different work activities and their

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will describe a variety of things that are important to
them.

Students will recognize that everyone has to make choices.

Students will recognize which decisions are difficult for them.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will recognize that there are different ways for getting
tasks accomplished.

Students will describe tasks they can accomplish at school.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will describe ways they communicate empathy and under-
standing to others.

Students will realize how they have changed during the past year.
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SECOND GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will describe how they care for their mental health.

Students will recognize activities that interest them and those
that do not.

Students will give such examples of their environment as their
address and the way from school to home.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will describe those listening and speaking skills that
allow them to understand others and others to understand them.

Students will describe. activities they participate in as a family.

Students will describe the process of making a friend.

Students will describe how the actions of others affect their own
behavior.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will determine the appropriate situations for expressing
different feelin8s.

Students will describe ways to express opinions so that they are
understood by others.

GATHERING ?ROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will describe necessary daily activities that are carried
out by others.

Students will relate learning experiences at school to situations
in the home.

Students will define the meaning of stereotype.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will understand that all family members contribute toward
family life.

Students will describe where they learn.

Students will describe what a citizen is and how persons become
citizens.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (coned)

Students will understand what a consumer is and how they are

consumers.

Students will define "work" and recognize that all people work.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will recognize that what is important to them may not be

important to others.

Students will describe those things they have learned which aid in

making choices.

Students will recognize why some choices are made for them; they
can accept those choices and make their own decisions when appro-

priate.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will describe a work activity they have to do and the way

they get that activity done.

Students will describe tasks that are carried out by self and

others and purposes of those tasks.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will describe situations in which they need help from

others.

Students will define what "future" means and describe situations
they desire to happen in the future.
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THIRD GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will describe how exercise and nutrition affect their
mental health.

Students will realize that environment influences interests and
capabilities.

Students will describe situations where they have some control
over themselves.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will describe ways in which we communicate non-verbally to
others.

Students will define what "family" means.

Students will describe the process of making and keeping a friend.

Students will recognize the actions they take that affect others'
feelings.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will describe ways others express thoughts and feelings to
them.

Students will describe opinions that they feel strongly about.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will recognize that people have varying roles and will
describe their own roles.

Students will describe those things they learn in the community as
citizens and consumers.

Students will describe stereotypes that correspond to certain jobs.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will recognize that there are different kinds of families.

Students will describe the basic methods of learning.

Students will describe reasons why a country needs laws and
governments.

QI-44
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will describe how to use money
something.

Students will recognize that a producer
roles.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

correctly when paying for

can have many different

Students will describe how what is important to others influences
what is important to them.

Students will describe their thought processes before a decision is
made.

Students will describe why they might want to change a decision and
recognize when it is or is not possible to make that change.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will describe the trial-and-error approach to a task.

Students will describe ways they judge if they have satisfactorily
accomplished their tasks.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will describe
help.

Students will describe
as they grow older.

those activities in

how life roles have

'11,2 3
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will discuss why the ability to determine need or priority
is a significant consumer skill.

Students will recognize how they depend on different producers.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will define "values" and describe their own values.

Students will describe the decision-making process.

Students will describe how their lives have been influenced by
decisions they and others have made.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will describe the planning process and compare it to the
trial-and-error approach.

Students will describe steps they follow in producing a product or
task they take pride in.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will discuss various methods of relieving stress asso-
ciated with problems.

Students will describe how interests and capabilities can change.

3 'p
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FIFTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will determine those situations in which they feel unhappy
or angry and how they deal with those feelings.

Students will specify those personal characteristics and abilities
that they value in themselves and others.

Students will analyze how growing up requires more self-control.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will recognize when they and others feel proud of their
accomplishments and exhibit acknowledgment of that pride.

Students will.describe their relationships with family members.

Students will indicate methods that lead to effective cooperation
with children and adults.

Students will compare the results of their behavior upon others of
different ages.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will discuss that all people have opinions and beliefs.

Students will determine the appropriate use of assertive behavior
in individual and group situations and predict some consequences
of that assertive behavior.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will recognize what a life style is and what influences
their own life style.

Students will explore the various ways information is compiled so
people can use it.

Students will indicate reasons why stereotypes are attached to
jobs and groups.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will recognize that both parents and children have rights
as well as responsibilities.

Students will describe the responsibilities involved for a learner.
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RIGHTS'AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will recognize that citizens are required to pay taxes to

support city, state, and national governments.

Students will discuss why the ability to compare and to determine

quality are important skills for consumers.

Students will realize that producers obtain rewards for their work.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will describe how their values influence what they do.

Students will describe the necessity of specifically identifying
the decision to be made.

Students will identify a major decision to be made and determine

the smaller decisions required as part of the larger decision.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will define the meaning of "goal" and describe some goals

they have achieved.

Students will describe task analysis and how it contributes toward

task accomplishment.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will describe resources that are available to help solve

problems.

Students will imagine what their lives might be like in the future.

3:j3
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SIXTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will understand what "stress" means and will describe
methods of relaxation for handling stress.

Students will compare their characteristics and abilities with
others and will accept the differences.

Students will understand how they can control desires rather than
to allow desires to control them.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will discuss how communications skills improve their
relationships with others.

Students will recognize situations that cause change in family
relationships and describe ways to deal effectively with the new
relationships.

Students will recognize the results of cooperativeness and the
results of competitiveness.

Students will describe ways peers and adults interact.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will describe the various methods of expressing opinions
and beliefs.

Students will develop relaxation techniques to prepare themselves
for situations requiring assertive behavior.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will analyze ways they have control over themselves and
their lifestyles.

Students will analyze their own skills in compiling and integrating
information.

Students will evaluate the ways certain groups (men, women,
minorities, etc.) are stereotyped.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will describe the legal rights and responsibilities of
family members.

Students will describe the rights involved for a learner.

Students will describe how the government uses tax money.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will discuss the influence that advertising has on
consumers.

Students will analyze the relationship between interests and
producer-satisfaction.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will define "attitudes" and "beliefs" and describe the
effects attitudes and beliefs have on their decisions and goals.

Students will discuss how gaining more information increases their
alternatives.

Students will generate and increase the alternatives to a specific
decision by gaining more information about that decision.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will predict five goals they would like to achieve within
five years.

Students will describe methods of evaluating progress and how they
contribute toward task accomplishment.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will analyze when to ask for help.

Students will predict what the world will be like in twenty years.
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SEVENTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will distinguish between things helpful and things harmful
to physical health.

Students will analyze how their characteristics and abilities can
be expanded.

Students will evaluate the relationship between mass media and
self-control.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will explain how communications skills contribute toward
work within a group.

Students will analyze the importance of effective family relation-
ships and the beliefs and skills that contribute toward those
relationships.

Students will evaluate those behaviors that help or hinder group
cooperation and effectiveness.

Students will evaluate ways peers and adults interact with each
other in relation to the goals of behavior.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will demonstrate skills necessary to express their
opinions and beliefs in written form.

Students will describe some of the emotional blocks to assertive
behavior.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will evaluate their feelings in a variety of settings.

Students will relate their learning at school to their leisure
activities.

Students will analyze the effects information can have on stereo-
types.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will describe the importance and benefits of understanding
their family rights and responsibilities.

Students will analyze the school as a learning environment and
describe its effects on them.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will describe the legal rights and responsibilities they
have as citizens of their towns and state.

Students will analyze their families' spending patterns.

Students will describe general rights and responsibilities of
producers.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will compare and contrast others' values.

Students will describe the importance of examining their values and
opinions when making a decision.

Students will describe decisions they have made that were based on
their values and opinions.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will describe ways they have seen others use planning, the
trial-and-error approach, and goal-setting.

Students will describe methods and effects of evaluating achieve-
ment.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will explore the problem-solving process and how listening
and talking help to solve problems.

Students will predict ways in which some present careers may be
different in the future.
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EIGHTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will distinguish between things helpful and things harmful
to mental health.

Studsatb will analyze how personal characteristics and abilities
and interests relate to job fields.

Students will analyze how the determination of problem ownership
helps them to better manage themselves and their environment.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will analyze effective public speaking methods and skills.

Students will describe a family meeting and exple4n how it can be
helpful in establishing effective family relations.

Students will evaluate the importance of friendships with peers
and adults.

Students will describe situations where their behaviors affect
others' behavior toward them.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will examine their own methods of expressing opinions and
beliefs.

Students will describe non-assertive and aggressive behaviors and
the problems produced by these behaviors.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will predict their feelings in a variety of potential
settings.

Students will relate their learning at school to their activities
in the community as citizens and consumers.

Students will describe occupations that have stereotypes existing
for them and will analyze how those stereotypes are reinforced.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will compare and contrast the responsibilities of all
family members.

Students will describe their personal learning and study skills
as a means of meeting learner responsibilities.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (cont'd)

Students will describe the legal rights and responsibilities they
have as U.S. citizens.

Students will determine those abilities which comprise an effective
consumer.

Students will analyze how producers may have to cooperate with
each other to accomplish a large or difficult task.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will analyze the effects of people having different
beliefs and values.

Students will analyze the importance of the concepts of generating
alternatives and assessing the consequences of each before making
a decision.

Students will consider the consequences and risks involved for
various alternatives to a specific decision.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will contrast goals they desire to complete with goals
they expect to complete.

Students will examine the process and sequence of task accomplish-
ment.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will evaluate their limitations in helping others and
themselves.

Students will predict how they may have to change to fit into a
career in the future.
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NINTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will indicate the effects their leisure time activities
have on their physical and mental health.

Students will define their unique values, interesLs and capa-
bilities.

Students will evaluate how responsibility helps them manage their
lives. .

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will communicate appreciation when others successfully
complete a difficult task.

Students will describe how the concept of family constellations
might apply to them.

Students will evaluate the importance and effects of group friend-
ships.

Students will describe ways they can act to provoke a desired
behavior in another person.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will analyze situations when a written expression of
opinions and beliefs is an effective means of influencing others.

Students will analyze the four types of assertiveness styles.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will analyze how life roles, settings, and events
determine preferred life styles.

Students will relate their learning and study skills to their work
activities.

Students will analyze stereotypes that exist for them and how
those stereotypes limit their choices.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will compare and contrast the rights of all family
merJbers.

Students will analyze how their academic and study skills form
systems which apply to the learning of different subjects.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (coned)

Students will evaluate the purposes of taxes and how they support
the government.

Students will compare and contrast varying consumer habits in
other countries.

Students will describe their present taking of responsibility and
enjoyment of producer rights.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will describe and prioritize their values.

Students will describe the importance of reviewing the consequences
of similar past decisions before making their final choice in the
decision-making process.

Students will identify past decisions and analyze how those
decisions affect their present decisions and will affect their
future decisions.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will evaluate the importance of setting realistic goals
and striving toward them.

Students will analyze a specific task they wish to accomplish.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will use communications skills to help others.

Students will analyze how their values, interests, and capabilities
have changed and arfl changing.
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TENTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will specify symptoms and warning Signs of too much stress
and tension.

Students will analyze how characteristics and abilities develop.

Students will show how they manage their environment.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will communicate their understanding of what another
person has said.

Students will describe families that are different from their own
and predict how they might feel in that set of relationships.

Students will analyze the differences and similarities between
cooperation and competition.

Students will explore ways that the environment shapes or controls
their behavior and how they respond to those in the environment
who are shaping their behaviors.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will analyze how to use skills of expression in a variety
of settings.

Students will assess the needs they have in asserting themselves.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will compare how life styles differ depending on life
roles, settings, and events.

Students will predict how they will use knowledge from school in
future life and work experiences.

Students will analyze stereotypes held by others and how those
stereotypes can limit choices.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will describe the interrelationship between family rights
and family responsibilities.

Students will evaluate personal academic and study skills and
explain how they can be improved.

Students will describe their rights and responsibilities as worlu
citizens. 3 "ta I
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (ioned)

Students will describe the legal rights and responsibilities of
consumers.

Students will describe the legal rights and responsibilities of
producers.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will predict how their values will influence their life
styles.

Students will analyze the decision-making process used by others.

Students will analyze the consequences of decisions that others
make.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will analyze how planning the use of their time con-
tributes toward their effectiveness in their life roles.

Students will use a variety of methods to evaluate progress and
achievement of a specific task.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will predict methods they may use in caring for medical
emergencies.

Students will predict some of the concerns they may have as they
get older.



ELEVENTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will effectively reduce their stress during tension-
producing situations.

Students will specify which characteristics and abilities they
appreciate most in themselves and others.

Students will assess how avoiding responsibility hinders their
ability to manage themselves and their environment effectively.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will explain that the way they communicate a thought
or idea influences others' reartions to that thought or idea.

Students will assess their current family relationships and
evaluate their effectiveness.

Students will evaLurte the effectiveness of their own friendship
skills.

Students will analyze the cycle of consequences that might occur
as the result of unacceptable behavior.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will understand the relationship between self-respect and
respect for others' opinions in group situations.

Students will determine the losses and gains possible from using
assertive behavior in various situations and decide if the risks
and consequences warrant that system of behavior.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will determine, how life roles, settings, and events have
influenced their present life styles.

Students will discuss how the compiling and integrating of infor-
mation occurs throughout life.

Students will evaluate the effects additional experience and
information have had on those stereotypes in their lives.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will describe the results when responsibilities are not
met by parents and children.

Students will examine their taking of responsibility in their roles
as learners.

Students will explain the interactive effects of citizen rights and
citizen responsibilities.

Students will evaluate their roles as consumers.

Students will evaluate the importance of having laws and contracts
to protect producers.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will analyze how values affect their decisions and actions
in their various life roles.

Students will evaluate the results when a systematic decision-
making process is not used.

Students will provide examples and evaluate their present ability
to generate alternatives, gather information, and assess the
consequences in the decision they make.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will evaluate their ability to.set goals and their use of
the planning process in helping to achieve those goals.

Students will assess their present ability to analyze, accomplish,
and evaluate tasks.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will analyze how their communications skills encourage
problem-solving.

Students will evaluate the need for flexibility in their roles and
choices.



TWELFTH GRADE

SELF UNDERSTANDING

Students will analyze their own personal skills that have con-
tributed to satisfactory physical and mental health.

Students will appreciate their uniqueness and encourage that
uniqueness.

Students will assess how taking responsibility enhances their
lives.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Students will evaluate their current communications skills and will
continually improve those skills.

Students will predict the type of families they might have in the
future and how they might develop skills to relate effectively

within those settings.

Students will recognize the value of maintaining effective friend-
ships throughout life in today's interdependent society.

Students will evaluate their behavior toward others and decide
which are effective in interpersonal relationships and which need

improvement.

EXPRESSING IDEAS

Students will evaluate the effectiveness of their own methods of

expression in their daily lives.

Students will evaluate the effectiveness of their assertive

behavior.

GATHERING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION

Students will assess the interactive effects of life roles,
settings, and events and how these lead to a preferred life style.

Students will evaluate their methods of compiling and integrating

information and explore future methods of compiling information.

Students will evaluate their stereotypes and explain those they

have changed.
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Students will examine their own taking of responsibility within the
family and its effects on self and others.

Students will evaluate how they continue to be learners and how
they utilize the knowledge of their rights and responsibilities as
learners.

Students will evaluate their taking of responsibility as citizens
of their towns, state, and country.

Students will analyze how they, as consumers, help to support our
economic system.

Students will speculate what their eights and responsibilities
might be as producers in the future.

VALUING AND DECISION-MAKING

Students will summarize the importance of understanding their
attitudes and values and how those attitudes and values affect
their lives.

Students will analyze how the decision-making process can be used
effectively by themselves and others.

Students will implement the decision-making process when making
decisions in their various life roles.

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Students will assess their ability to achieve past goals and
integrate this knowledge for the future.

Students will predict how task analysis and evaluation may apply
to their achievement of future goals.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

Students will use appropriate resources to help themselves and
others.

Students will analyze how concerns change as situations and roles
change.
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APPENDIX

Summary: Georgia Comprehensive Guidance Curriculum Structure

*Taken from Program Planning Guide,
Georgia Comprehensive Guidance, "Part
Three: Georgia Comprehensive Guidance
Model," 'eorgia State Department of
Education, Atlanta, Georgia.
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One of the assumptions upon which the developmental guidance

program is built is that there is guidance content that all students

should learn in a systematic, sequential way. This means counselor

involvement in the curriculum; it means a guidance curriculum.

To establish a curriculum for guidance, it is first necessary to

identify those areas of human growth and development which could

form a base for guidance from which content could be drawn. Career

development theory and research is suggestive of such areas, as is

the work of psychologists who have delineated developmental tasks. So,

too, is the work of individuals who emphasize psychological, moral,

process, and values education.

Curriculum specialists and guidance workers in Georgia have been

examining guidance content for some time. The career development

movement has influenced curriculum change, and its subsequent associa-

tion with career guidance forced attention to be given to curriculum

associated processes. While career guidance may not represent the

total guidance content responsibility, there is a great deal of over-

lap. This overlap is especially noticeable when a broad, encompassing

career development viewpoint is fostered. Such a perspective has

been dominant in the state Georgia. The fourth grade Criterion

Reference Test (CRT) in the area of career development exemplifies

this fact. The twenty objectives on which the items were based are

representative of what many counselors would identify as career

guidance. The Comprehensive Career Guidance Projects initiated by

the Guidance Unit in the Georgia Department of Education have extended

the career guidance perspective to be almost synonymous with a compre-

hensive guidance curriculum. The twenty CRT objectives plus an addi-

tional ten objectives were used as a framework for a suggested career

guidance curriculum for Georiga's elementary schools. These thirty

objectives were organized under three domains of Interpersonal Effective-

ness, Work and Life Skills, and Life Career Planning. Needs assessment

studies carried through the University of Georgia (Dagley & Hartley,

1975) suggested elements of this career guidance model. These three

3
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domains are closely related to the three common themes which emerged

from a review of the work of career development theorists, researchers,

and practitioners. Most stress the need for attention to self-concept

development--knowledge of self as well as the development of inter-

personal skills. Another theme that is common is the concern for

assisting individual to understand the decision making process and

to develop decision making skills. Finally, a third common theme is

the need for individuals to gain an understanding of current and poten-

tial life roles, settings, and events. Some theorists use the term

"personal learnings"; learnings which stress developing of a self identity

and of answering questions dealing with self in terms of who, where,

and when. They pointed out that the facilitation of these learnings

in individuals is the second major purpose of education (the other

being social learnings) and that these personal learnings form the

basis for a developmental counseling program.

The organization of a guidance curriculum in Georgia was well on

its way when the competency based education movement was introduced

into school planning by the Georgia State Board of Education (1976,

1978). The legislation related to graduation requirements based on

contemporary life role skills had significant impact on all curricular

developments within the State. Guidance curriculum under development

by the Department of Education Guidance Section was then challenged to

be assimilated within the competency based, contemporary life role

skills prespective. The Guidance Section responded to this need by

modifying and extending guidance curriculum models already containing

elements of competency based education and contemporary life role skills

outcomes (See Figure 1, p. 198).

Guidance program planners shoul.: utilize a competency based

approach for the following reasons:

Students will have a greater amount of specific information
regarding what capabilities are represented by guidance
curriculum acquisition. Students can recognize the
substance of the program.
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Parents :.Ave ?:;r4ation regarding student
progress. rr:re!ntt: ,1;? cApressed curiosity and concern
regarding a guidance curriculum is. Now they
will know what thei: youngsters actually know and can
do. Although competency acquisition does not tell the
wtole story it will have the effect of increasing
community understanding of the naae of the local
district's guidance program.

Those assigned to counseling and advising students
will have access to more information which will be
helpful in personalizing the guidance process.

The act of dealing with, recording and reporting
competencies will act as a reminder to teachers
regarding what students have and have not accomplished.
This will aid the teacher and student in setting
class, group, or individual learning priorities.
Pupils' continuous progress can be monitored.

As guidance staff re-examine their activities and
course offerings, more data can be made available
regarding student progress in the current program.
Curriculum revision can be justified.

Administrators will have access to more information
that will enable them to better explain to the
community the various activities of the school's
guidance program.

Figure 1

Georgia Comprehensive Guidance Curriculum

GUIDANCE CONTENT CONTEMPORARY LIFE ROLES

Individual ; Learner 1 Citizen ; Consumer ; Producer
I. Safi Understanding
2. Interpersonal Relations
3 Expressing Ideas
4 Gathering & Processing

Information
S Rights & Responsibilities

Valuing &Decision Making
7 Achievement Motivation

Problem Solving
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Guidance Curriculum Structure - Level 1: Content Areas/Goals.

There are eight principal processes and skills addressed by this

guidance curriculum. The justification for these eight areas was

highlighted in Part I.* The guidance curriculum content areas are
utilized in the five major contemporary life roles (individual,

learner, citizen, consumer, and producer) as suggested by the Georgia

State Department of Education. The process of interrelating these
eight major content areas with the contemporaroy life roles comes

in the first detail level--that of establishing goals. This guidance
curriculum deals with a total of twenty-four (24) goals. Following
is a short description of the content areas and a listing of the
goals under each area.

Self Understanding. The first content area emphasized the develop-

ment of individuals of self-appraisal and self-improvement. Indivi-
duals involved in this area should become more aware of personal

characteristics (i.e., aptitudes, interests, goals, abilities, values,

physical traits) and the influence these characteristics may have on
the persons they are and can become and on the environment around
them.

Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate personal
care skills that will lead to satisfactory
physical and mental health.

2. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the uniqueness of themselves and
others.

3. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of how they are able to effectively
manage themselves and their environment.

Interpersonal Relations. This area deals with skills that allow
individuals to develop more personal and caring relationships with
"significant others" in their lives. Individuals will also explore

the impact of their actions and reactions upon others and thus their
relationships.

*Part I refers to Part I in the Program Planning Guide,
Georgia Comprehensive Guidance, Georgia State Department of Education,
Atlanta, Georgia.
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Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate those
listening and speaking skills which allow
them to communicate in their daily lives.

2. Students will eve op and incorporate skills
that encourage and e.hance relationships with
their families.

3. Students will develop and incorporate the
ability to maintain e:.2ect!ve relationships
with peers and adults.

4. Students will develop and incorporate an
understanding of reciprocal behavior and how
actions have effects on othrs.

Expressing Ideas. Encouraging individuals to develop skills in

listening, speaking, reading, and writing and how such skills can be

used both effectively and appropriately becomes the focal point of

this content area.

Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of various methods of expression in
their daily lives.

2. Students will develop and incorporate skill in
assertively and appropriately expressing them-
selves in their daily lives.

Gathering and Processing Information. Because individuals over

their lifetimes will be assuming a number of roles, functioning in

a variety of settings, and experiencing many events, learning in

this area emphasized their understanding of the roles, settings,

and events which interrelate to form their life careers. It is impor-

tant that these learnings are not based on stereotypes, but that

individuals know how to gather and assimilate accurate, useful infor-

matinn that pertains to their roles, settings, and events.

3 3
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Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the interactive effects of life styles,
life roles, settings, and events.

2. Students will develop and incorporate the ability
to compile and integrate information for use in
their lives.

3. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of stereotypes and the effects of
information on stereotypes.

Rights and Responsibilities. Each of the contemporary life roles

have certain rights and responsibilities that individuals must deal

with. This content area attends to a person's moral rights and

responsibilities as well as legal rights and responsibilities.

Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the rights and responsibilities of
family members.

2. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the rights and responsibilities of
the learner.

3. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the rights and responsibilities of
the citizen.

4. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the rights and responsibilities of
the consumer.

5. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the rights and responsibilities of
the producer.

Valuing and Decision Making. Mastery of decision-making skills

and the application of these skills to life career planning are central

learnings within this area. A preliminary task to effective decision

making is the clarification of personal values. The degree of con-

gruence between what individuals value and the outcomes of decisions

individuals make, contribute to personal satisfaction.

1. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of how values affect their lives.

2. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the decision making process.
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3. Students will develop and incorporate the ability
to implement the decision making processes and to
understand the effects of past decisions on their
present decisions.

Achievement Mbtivation. This content area encourages individuals
to develop a commitment to planning, preparation, accomplishment, and
evaluation; an ability to defer short term gratification for long term
goals; and an ability to choose among a multiplicity of educational
and occupational options.

Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate skill in
planning and setting goals.

2. Students will develop and incorporate the ability
to analyze, accomplish, and evaluate tasks.

Problem Solving. For individuals to feel self satisfaction in the
different areas of their lives, they must know how to deal with their

problems, when and where to seek help, and their limitations, and abilities
to help others. This content area focuses on such knowledge, under-

standings, and skills as well as creating in individuals a willingness
to be flexible when adaptability or change is demanded of them.

Goals:

1. Students will develop and incorporate an under-
standing of the problem solving process and how
they may implement the process to help themselves
and others.

2. Students will develop and incorporate the ability
to anticipate and cope with change.

Guidance Curriculum Structure - Level 2: Goals/Competencies. The

second detail level of the guidance curriculum is expressed in the form
of competencies. Each of the previously mentioned twenty-four goals has
been divided into thirteen competency statements: one for each grade

level, kindergarten through twelfth grade. The competencies represent

both different elements of the goal and different developmental steps

necessary for goal attainment. The following diagram illustrates this

relationship:
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Content Area/Contemporary Life Role(s)

Program
Goal

Competency Competency

The competencies at each grade level are part of the continuous

progress toward goal attainment. Developmental objectives were created

to summarize and monitor progress toward goal attainment. These

developmental objectives were based on the taxonomy developed by

Wellman and Moore (1975). Following is an example from the Self Under-

standing content area; Goal A, which demonstrates the relationship between

developmental objectives and competencies:

Content Area: Self Understanding Goal: Students will develop and
incorporate personal care
skills that will lead to
satisfactory physical and
mental health.

Developmental Objective: Students will be aware of personal
care skills necessary for satisfactory physical and mental
health.

Kindergarten Competency: Students will describe ways they
care for themselves.

First Grade Competency: Students will describe ways they
care for their physical health.

Developmental Objective: Students will demonstrate personal
care skills that will lead to satisfactory physical and
mental health.

Seventh Grade Competency: Students will distinguish between
things helpful and things harmful to physical health.

Eighth Grade Competency: Students will distinguish between
things helpful and things harmful to mental health.
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Developmental Objective: Students will demonstrate satisfactory
physical and mental health.

Tenth Grade Competency: Students will specify symptoms and
warning signs of too much stress and tension.

Eleventh Grade Competency: Students will effectively reduce
their stress during tension-producing situations.

Guidance Curriculum Structure -Level 3: Competencies/Performance

Indicators. Competency achievement is verified by identifying specific

behaviors that students perform relative to competency development. In

this curriculum these specific behaviors have been termed performance

indicators. Three performance indicators have been suggested for the

majority of the competencies. The diagram below illustrates this

relationsh-p:

Content Area/Contemporary Life Role(s)

Program
Goal

Competency

.11116.
P. I . P.I. P. I .

Competency

P.I. P.I. P. I .

Only recently have guidance competencies been identified and

analyzed in sufficient detail to allow us to use this evaluation process.

Therefore, the level of performance must be established for each

guidance curriculum competency. The standards may be quite arbitrary

at first until experience provides school districts with sufficient

data to base their expectations. The interaction effects between program

interventions and evaluation feedback could be extensive and would make

what normative data we do have look somewhat depressed. Our expectations

for each developmental level would increase as students experience the

cumulative effect of a guidance curriculum.
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Content: Those processes and skills relevant to

the guidance area.

Total: 8 guidance content areas.

Melo): Contemporary life roles as suggested

by the Georgia State Department of

Education.

Total: 5 life roles

Goal: Those major themes students should

incorporate in their lives by the

end of their public school experi-

ence, Each goal relates to one

content area and one to five life

roles,

Total: 24 Goals

Objective: The developmental sequence students must go through to incoporate these goals in their

lives,

Total: 3 developmental objectives per gal

Grade

I_t_MINIMM.411011.1=111IMEN.MNIMINE....111.111INIMEME

Competency Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Kindergarten

through

twelfth grade

are included

under each

goal.

3

General behavior-

al steps which

suggest student's

competency in

progressing

through the

developmental

process of

incorporating

these goals,

More specific terms which

indicate those behaviors

students should accomplish

in order to reach the

corresponding competency

and ultimately the goal,

Those suggested specific steps,

examples, or explanations which

students might express or demon-

strate to signify they have

reached the corresponding

competency level,

3


